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**ABSTRACT**

GitHub is a popular social coding site where developers not only host their code and use git functions, but also use social features to communicate, collaborate, and be aware of changes and others’ activities. This new paradigm to code together, and the availability of data have given rise to much research studying collaboration from different angles. However, the vast accumulated knowledge about GitHub tends to be scattered and fragmented.

The goal of this study is to collect the available research on GitHub that is focused on identifying the impact of GitHub in software development. The design of the study includes two sections. First, a systematic search in 7 electronic digital libraries was conducted using a defined search protocol, which included a keyword string and exclusion/inclusion criteria. Second, the extraction of data from each publication and manual coding was conducted to define categories of knowledge based on research questions and findings.

The study results show a growing trend in research with an increase in mixed methodology. The preferred data sources for empirical studies about GitHub are the GitHub API and GHTorrent in 72.57% of publications. The study reveals that a group made of 30 researchers publish 45.86% of total research. The research in NorthAmerica represents 26% of publications. The research on GitHub is focused on the evaluation of pull requests and use of issues (30.77%), popular projects characteristics (20.88%), collaboration and transparency (15.38%), developers’ roles (9.89%), influence of popular developers (8.79%), quick-start package with guidelines and datasets (8.79%), tools to improve contributions and collaboration (4.40%) and other (1.1%).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With over 53 million repositories\(^1\), GitHub\(^2\) is currently the most popular social coding site. Both open source software communities and commercial companies have been increasingly using GitHub – either public or private repositories – to host their code and manage their development projects. GitHub builds on the features of the git version control system, and offers a friendly web-user interface with embedded workflows and social features which leverage collaboration in software development.

GitHub originally became popular with well-known open source projects\(^3\), which identified GitHub as the means to increase contribution and collaboration [80]. However, these project communities migrating from other platforms such as SourceForge need to adapt themselves to a new form of collaboration in software development through a new workflow and social features.

GitHub provides social features in a style that is similar to other social media sites \([115]\). Users have a public profile which includes personal information and project and activity information for each developer [10]. Users can also subscribe to event feeds by watching projects or follow popular users [107]; this provides awareness of development activities (e.g. pull requests, issues, comments)[31]. In this social coding environment, developers are able to create social networks [10] and make social and technical inferences [32] that can affect the way developers collaborate.

Due to the popularity, social features and availability of data by using either GitHub API\(^4\) or GHTorrent [40], researchers have shown interest in mining infor-

\(^1\)https://github.com/features
\(^2\)https://github.com/
\(^3\)http://rubyonrails.org/
\(^4\)https://developer.github.com/v3/
mation from GitHub, as it has become the platform of choice for many open source projects, and is home to a lot of development activity.

Since 2011, when the first quantitative study was conducted by Heller et al. [49], many researches followed up analyzing collaboration in open source, through the use of GitHub data. Currently, the keyword GitHub gives more than 10,732 entries in the most popular digital collections in Computer Science. 

While there is a lot if accumulated knowledge about GitHub, it tends to be fragmented. As research interest on GitHub continues, researchers would have to spend significant time to find the themes that have been discussed through GitHub-based research, and the questions that remain unanswered.

In this report, a systematic scoping review is presented with the aim to collect and organize the vast knowledge the research community has gained through GitHub studies. The following two research questions will guide this report:

- **RQ1. What is the research studying GitHub as collaborative factor?**
  
  The purpose of this research question is to collect the available research on GitHub and provide the current trend of research and main authors leading the research.

- **RQ2. What are the different topics covered by research on GitHub?**
  
  This research question is aimed to categorize the identified research on GitHub based on the research purpose.

The systematic scoping review was used to obtain a selection of publications from 2008 (GitHub launch) to 2016 in order to identify the research trend. To avoid any bias during the search, six electronic databases widely used in Computer Science, defined keywords based on GitHub features, and inclusion/exclusion criteria were considered.

The selected papers were analyzed to find emerging themes related to the impact of GitHub in collaboration. Ground theory methodology [25] was used to code all publications in order to identify high-level abstractions which defined the role of GitHub in software development.

The results showed that there is a growth trend in research related to GitHub. Initially, the research in GitHub was based on quantitative methodology since the first

---

5 https://link.springer.com/search?query=GitHub

6 GitHub launch
quantitative study in 2011 [49] until reaching 76% of total research in 2014. However, since 2013 the mixed methods approach has been more popular in studies, reaching the 47% of total publications for 2016 as the methodology of the studies. In addition, a group of 16 researchers were identified as the researchers leading the studies on GitHub with 31.07% of all publications.

When analyzing the included papers for classification, 7 emerging themes were identified. The most popular is related to the use of pull requests, popular project characteristics and impact of transparency on collaboration through GitHub. Other themes emerged such as influence of popular developers, developers’ activities which define the developers’ roles in the GitHub ecosystem and tools proposed to increase contribution and collaboration in GitHub. Further, a set of papers included considerations when mining GitHub and presented available datasets for research.

The rest of the report is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 provides an overview of version control systems, SourceForge as the most popular GitHub predecessor, and the most well-known GitHub features. It also introduces the systematic literature review concept, as the means to assist in collecting and organizing current knowledge. In addition, related work is presented.

Chapter 3 presents the systematic literature review methodology and its various components, as well as the research questions aimed to be answered.

Chapter 4 provides that findings of the systematic review. One part is dedicated to presenting aggregated statistics information about the research activity regarding GitHub. The second part presents the organization of the accumulated knowledge; publications have been classified by emergent themes and the most cited papers in the category are discussed in terms of their findings.

Chapter 5 discusses identified threats in this study and discusses the findings of the review and how they may affect further research.

Chapter 6 contains the summary of the scoping review.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter an overview of version control systems and their use in software development is provided. In addition, SourceForge is presented as the predecessor of GitHub in open source development, as well as the transition to GitHub and its features. Finally, systematic literature reviews are introduced as the means to gather and organize current knowledge.

2.1 Version Control Systems

Version Control Systems (VCS) are software tools that record changes of files and allow reverting those files back to a previous state (i.e. group of files in a repository) to specific point on time\(^1\). VCS not only assist in software management through the ability to track the modifications and the author, but also prevent conflict collision of concurrent work without locking current development\(^2\).

Centralized VCS (CVCS) (CVS and Subversion are well-known examples) are VCS that store the development history in a central repository and regularly the majority of them saves only the latest change of the repository at any time. If the local repository crashes or is unavailable, then the development history is lost [83]. The write-access is granted only to a selected group of developers (i.e. core team) [34], and in order to commit changes, the developers need network access to the central repository [83].

As an alternative, Distributed Version Control Systems (DVCS) (e.g. Mercurial and Git) save the complete development history on each local developers’ machine.


\(^2\)https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/what-is-version-control
The majority of the operations are executed locally and faster due to creation of local branches. As a result, developers tend to increase their performance through committing locally [87]. Branching has become simple and it has encouraged a practice called feature branches that allows the creation of isolated “sandboxes”, either to explore alternative solutions or conduct tests before merging into the main repository. In the DVCS, there is no failure point because the development history is well distributed among the local developers’ copies reducing the risk of some disaster scenarios [34].

In 2005, Git was launched to coordinate the development of the Linux Kernel and gradually became the most popular DVCS. An important difference of Git over previous VCS is that developers can select which revision will include an integrated change and maintain a complete history of the graph related to the changes merged, so developers conceptualize changes as software versions instead of differences in files [112].

### 2.2 SourceForge

In 1999, SourceForge was launched as a web-based service aimed to to leverage Collaborative Software Development for open source projects [7]. SourceForge offers code hosting, issue tracking, follow up discussions, and creation of wiki pages, among other tools. Currently, SourceForge provides compatibility with Git, Mercurial and Subversion and hosts over 430,000 projects with 3.7 million of developers.

In 2000’s, SourceForge offered for the first time a vast amount of data which became reachable for research purposes [100], [23], [30]. The collection of the data from SourceForge and other forges had limitations and challenges which made them almost impossible to use in research [53]. For instance, researchers had to obtain data either as database dumps provided only by Notre Dame University [29], [100] or through Web spiders which usually introduced noise when parsing and processing due to the data format [53].

As SourceForge was not conceived as a version control, researchers used to complement data with CVCS logs to obtain the development history [29]. Nonetheless, this research approach could be inaccurate at times because only a small amount of developers had access to the central repository and external/casual contributions

---

3https://sourceforge.net/about
would be lost. Parsing the mailing lists provided the only means to find out the casual and external contributions. Then, the data extracted from SourceForge and mailing lists was partially useful, but it required a significant effort.

2.3 GitHub

GitHub is a social coding site that launched in 2008. It is based on the Git version control system, with social media functionality exposed through a friendly web-user interface as social-networking style. With over 53 million hosted repositories, including popular open source projects, GitHub became the most widely-used hosting service for software development projects. This social coding site integrates a number of social and Git features that together provide transparency on all activities across projects.

2.3.1 Pull-based Model and Code Review

GitHub presented the “pull-based” development model in which the incorporation of source code to the main repository is unlocked through implementing a local main repository for each developer. In GitHub, the project’s main repository access is shared only among core-developers and contributors have to fork the main repository to create a local branch (which is a copy of the main repository). After, developers can work on the software locally and submit commits to their local branches. When the set of changes are ready to be incorporated into the main repository, the contributor issues a pull request which includes the commits. Pull requests are enhanced by adding social media mechanism which allows to expose publicly the pull request to all GitHub users and even create permanent links which include line(s) of the pull request code.

Once a pull request has been submitted, project members can review it to make a decision on whether to accept the changes, and if there are other adjustments that need to be made first. In the public code reviews any GitHub member, not only the project owners can provide either general or inline comments in the pull request [121].

---

1https://github.com/
2https://github.com/blog/40-we-launched
3https://github.com/features
4https://rubyonrails.org/
5https://jquery.com/
The pull request itself becomes a social forum to discuss the appropriateness and quality of the contribution. As other social media platforms, GitHub introduces the use of @-mention, to direct messages to specific GitHub users to join the discussion. The @-mention on GitHub is implemented as a notification mechanism, with emails sent to a member whenever they have been mentioned on any artifact.

The project owner or core team members are the ones that have the permission to merge or reject pull requests into the main repository based on the code review process. In addition, GitHub includes, on the main profile page, the users’ contributions graph which is a record of contributions they have made to GitHub repositories. This tracking of activities allow developers to build reputation. According to Dabbish [32], this mechanism provides the effect of improving awareness of project and user activities.

### 2.3.2 Social Features

In addition to code hosting, collaborative code review and issue tracking, GitHub has integrated social features in its design. As other social media sites, when developers open a GitHub account, a public profile is created which includes personal information, personal repositories and activity information of the developer. As the developer’s profile is visible to other users, it has become a new form of resume for programmers [10]. Developers can subscribe to receive information by becoming watchers of projects or followers of developers. When subscribing, developers receive an “activity feed” [77] (e.g. pull requests, issues, comments) from those developers or projects with updates for active projects. In addition, GitHub users can star their favourite repositories, an activity very similar to bookmarking.

Popular users – usually referred to as “rockstars” – are followed by a crowd and can attract an important number of followers who eventually may be influenced by their actions [107]. GitHub has become a “social and transparent” environment which promotes learning through easy forking and encourages collaboration in software development with the social features available [32].

The boundaries around building software have changed; the practice has moved from sending patches through mailing list to submitting pull requests, but also the public code review of pull requests, and the complexity added by GitHub’s social

---

9[https://help.github.com/articles/viewing-contributions-on-your-profile/](https://help.github.com/articles/viewing-contributions-on-your-profile/)

10[https://github.com/blog/1204-notifications-stars](https://github.com/blog/1204-notifications-stars)
features. This new landscape has attracted the research community’s attention to analyze social and technical aspects which affect how developers contribute and interact in this new social coding environment. Since 2011, researchers [49] started analyzing data from GitHub, which included all the developers activities. However, few efforts have been conducted to gather and organize this current knowledge from a large number of researches.

2.4 Systematic Reviews

“Systematic reviews provide a systematic, transparent means for gathering, synthesizing, and appraising the findings of studies on a particular topic or question. They aim to minimize the bias associated with single studies and nonsystematic reviews” [116]. The research protocol defines the search strategy in such a way as to gather as much of the relevant available literature as possible, and provides reasons to justify the exclusion and inclusion of publications. The protocol includes a search string based on keywords aimed to answer the research questions. The keywords usually include boolean operators AND and alternative words and synonyms with boolean OR operator [2].

Conducting systematic reviews may assist both new and experienced researchers to have a clear picture about the work that has been done in an area and target their future research based on the current studies. Moreover, systematic reviews are a signal of “health”, that a field is flourishing and evolving. For instance, several systematic literature reviews have focused on the prestigious MSR (Mining Software Repositories) conference 11. These literature reviews have surveyed the current research in the area to extract recommendations [50], lessons learned and barriers in replicability[99], and present a brief history of the MSR field [47].

2.4.1 A Note on Related Work

In 2016, Consentino et al. [27] conducted a systematic literature review on GitHub-related studies to analyze how researchers have conducted data mining on GitHub repositories; they reviewed over 93 papers using data mined from GitHub and extracted the methods, datasets and limitations of the studies. The authors found several limitations in the analyzed studies such as low level of replicability (i.e. available

---

11 http://2017.msrconf.org/
datasets or code to collect data and replicate the studies), poor sampling techniques and scarce variety of methodologies. However, this systemic review [27] considered a broader variety of topics in its search. Several topics such as Android applications, security vulnerabilities and licenses were included because the main purpose of the authors was to evaluate the data mining methodology used in the publications when extracting data from GitHub. In comparison, the systematic scoping review to be presented in this report is aimed to collect the current knowledge body and organize it on themes which would reflect the impact of GitHub in software engineering research.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, the centralized and decentralized version control systems and their use in software development were reviewed. In addition, it was explained how SourceForge was used in open source projects and acknowledged limitations in research using SourceForge. GitHub and its highlighted features were introduced and why systematic literature reviews can assist to gather and organize existing knowledge. In the next chapter, the details of the methodology used in this study will be presented.
Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, the different types of systematic reviews are explained to understand the selection of publications in the systematic review study on this report. In addition, the research questions and their purpose as well as the search protocol to be followed are presented. Then, in the study selection, the inclusion and exclusion criteria is presented to select the final papers. Finally, the methodology is introduced to understand how the data was extracted and how it was classified into emergent themes.

3.1 Systematic Reviews

There are different types of systematic reviews depending on the purpose of the research, and they vary on breadth of the selection and depth of the analysis [64][89]. If systematic literature reviews do not exist in the field to be studied, it is advisable to conduct scoping and/or mapping reviews to confirm the need of systematic literature review [66]. The following sections will assist the reader in understanding the differences.

3.1.1 Systematic Literature Review

A systematic literature review is aimed to identify, evaluate and interpret all available research related to specific field or phenomenon. The analyzed studies, which contribute to a systematic literature review, are called primary studies and the systematic literature review itself is called a secondary study [66].
Kitchenham et al. [66] has reported important benefits when undertaking a systematic literature review process:

- Summarize the existent research related to a specific topic.
- Identify gaps in current research in order to suggest future research direction.
- Provide a framework to plan new research activities.
- Gather evidence to support or contradict theoretical hypothesis.
- Create new theoretical hypothesis based on current research

Systematic literature reviews must be conducted based on a defined search protocol. Because systematic literature reviews are focused on in-depth analysis, narrow research questions are considered, as well as inclusion and exclusion criteria to detect as much of the relevant information as possible. However, the amount of literature to be analyzed is not as large as other systematic reviews because more importance is placed on quality assessment rather than large amount of research.

3.1.2 Systematic Mapping Review

Systematic mapping reviews are the most basic systematic reviews, and are commonly used in medical research and recently used in Software Engineering [89]. The main focus of systematic mapping reviews is to search in the literature for the best available evidence using a well-defined search protocol to answer the research questions to classify research, conduct thematic analysis and identify publication origin. In systematic mapping studies, the importance of including the breadth of publications in the field is more important than evaluating the quality of individual studies [89]. The mapping reviews present a broad research question in the form of “What do we know empirically about topic X?” and assign the identified literature on a set of categories such as the type of methodology[67]. Usually, such mapping studies provide the visual trend of current research and they are a preliminary stage to conduct full systematic literature reviews.

3.1.3 Systematic Scoping Review

Systematic scoping reviews provide a mapping of relevant literature following a search protocol which is conducted in more depth [79] than full systematic literature reviews.
Similar to mapping reviews, the scoping studies consider broader research questions and do not involve the assessment of quality of the primary studies. In comparison to mapping reviews which tend to be an inventory of research, the scoping reviews sort the publications based on extraction of key issues and themes, summarize and report the findings [4]. The difference with mapping reviews is that scoping studies analyze the ‘what’ and ‘why’ aspects to provide a comprehensive and valuable overview which can illuminate future research.

### 3.1.4 Snowball Method

Snowballing is offered as a complement to systematic reviews; it builds on the references included in a paper and citations to the paper to obtain additional literature [136]. The identified papers are evaluated based on exclusion and inclusion criteria and recursively searching for references and citations in backward and forward mode until no more papers are found. Wohlin [136] claims that the efficiency of a systematic snowballing may provide an alternative option for a systematic literature study instead of searching on several databases.

### 3.2 Research Questions

Although software engineering research has conducted several systematic literature reviews [50], [99], [47], there is no available systematic review considering the findings on how GitHub is improving collaboration in open source projects. Systematic reviews in any discipline provide us cumulative knowledge to avoid redoing work already done.

This research is aimed to collect (RQ1) existing literature and organize (RQ2) it in order to confirm the need of conducting full systematic literature reviews and identify areas of research where further studies are desirable. The following research questions will identify not only the trend of current research, but also a comprehensive overview of the current knowledge to be considered for new and experienced researchers.

- **What is the research studying GitHub as collaborative factor?**

  To address this question, a systematic mapping review approach was followed to provide an overview of current research on GitHub. This includes research demographics, research characteristics and main authors leading the research. The information was retrieved by applying a predefined search protocol, on well-known electronic research libraries.
• What are the different topics covered by research on GitHub?

This question was addressed through the main part of the scoping review. After identifying the relevant papers to include in the analysis, based on the exclusion and inclusion criteria, information related to research questions, findings, methodology, dataset were extracted for each paper. The papers included in this report investigated GitHub as the main subject of the research and attempted to understand the impact of GitHub on software development. From all papers, the research questions and related contributions were extracted and then classified by using coding process defined in the Grounded theory [25],[102] which regularly is applied to classify diverse information such as interview transcripts, journals or documents.

3.3 Search Protocol

3.3.1 Keywords

The keyword string in systematic reviews is meant to allow finding as much information as possible related to a specific topic. The following query was used in the search engines of the libraries, looking for the keywords in the title and abstract of the publication when the digital library allowed it (e.g. Springer Link search engine does not offer search for only title and abstract 1). The keyword string included not only GitHub as keyword, but also the main GitHub features used to collaborate and the actors involved (e.g. followers, watchers) in GitHub throughout the collaboration process.

“Github AND (Follower OR Watcher OR Fork OR Star OR Issue OR Commit OR Comment OR “Pull-request” OR Pull OR Request OR Merge OR Repositor* OR Project OR Dataset)”

3.3.2 Databases

The search was conducted using digital collections of publishers and organizations related to Software Engineering and Computer Science and included a period of time

1http://www.springer.com/authors/book+authors/helpdesk?SGWID=0-1723113-12-799804-0
from 2008 to 2016. The selection of the electronic databases was made based on the analysis of current literature review in Computer Science, consultation with expert researchers, and advice from the subject librarian at the University of Victoria. Table 3.1 shows the number of results during the search using the defined keywords, in each of the digital libraries and libraries are shown in order of search by the author:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Collections</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM Digital Library</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compendex(Engineering Village) ^2</td>
<td>921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer Link ^3</td>
<td>1,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley Online Library</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Direct</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Digital libraries

As mentioned, the selection of the digital libraries was based on analysis of Computer Science publications and consultation with experts and they were included regardless of the number of papers retrieved from each digital library.

### 3.4 Study Selection

The definition of inclusion and exclusion criteria is often necessary in systematic reviews [68] to ensure a scoping of the best available evidence. The data extraction is not guided by this criteria, but it is used in the data collection to avoid research bias. The definition of the exclusion and inclusion criteria was reviewed by more than one reviewer who have expertise in the area and this process was iterative until the reviewers agreed with all the defined criteria, as suggested in [119].

#### 3.4.1 Inclusion Criteria

The research papers were included in the research collection if they complied with all the inclusion criteria. An explanation of the criteria follows:

^2Included databases: Compendex, Inspec, Inspec Archive, GEOBASE and Knovel
^3Discipline: Computer Science and subdiscipline: Software Engineering
1. Title and/or abstract contain the keywords defined in the search string.

2. Research papers published in journals, conference proceedings or book chapters.

3. Research papers published as technical reports, or in magazines **ONLY** if they are cited by other papers.

4. Full publication content is available.

5. Publication date is between 2008 (GitHub was launched \(^4\)) and 2016.

6. After reviewing the title of the paper and abstract, the subject should be about how GitHub features are used for collaboration in software development or how GitHub features have impacted the way developers interact. If any doubt, the revision of full content of the paper should be conducted.

7. Research papers written in English language

8. Research papers referenced by any of the initially extracted papers – following a snowballing [16]– and following the previous criteria.

### 3.4.2 Exclusion Criteria

The exclusion criteria provided us a guidance to exclude research papers with confidence. The following criteria was considered when discarding the research papers:


2. Research papers in different language than English language.

3. Research papers addressing GitHub as the means, but not as the main theme (e.g. use of licenses, bugs in android applications)

4. Papers describing how GitHub is used in academic environment.

5. Datamining research not including insights on how GitHub is used in software development. For instance, papers presenting only evaluation of classifiers (e.g. precision, recall, F-Measure, AUC, etc.), sentiment analysis or classifiers not being part of the design of a tool are discarded.

\(^4\)[https://github.com/blog/40-we-launched]
6. Grey literature such as technical reports without citations, white papers, papers under review, not peer review, Masters and PhD theses as well as self-archived papers (e.g. arXiv preprint) regardless number of citations are excluded.

### 3.4.3 Grey literature publications

A set of publications, which did not meet the third inclusion criterion (i.e. technical reports or magazines with citations) and met the sixth exclusion criterion related to grey literature without citations, were not included in the statistics and analysis of themes. However, these publications met the remaining inclusion criteria. For completeness, the details of the 12 discarded papers are included in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical reports (not cited)</td>
<td>[21], [131]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArXiv preprint b</td>
<td>[72], [26], [139], [18], [109], [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White papers</td>
<td>[90], [103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers under revision</td>
<td>[117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not peer review</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Excluded papers

### 3.4.4 Data Extraction

The selected papers were read in full and the data extracted from each paper were: research questions, findings, research methodology, year and source to retrieve the data from GitHub (e.g. GitHub API, GHTorrent, GitHub Archive). The questions and findings were maintained in the original form to avoid any bias in interpretation. Subsequently, the data was analyzed through qualitative coding to obtain emergent categories. The annotated bibliography is provided as an appendix to this report. In the following chapter, the streams of the research will be presented in more detail.

---

5https://arxiv.org/
3.4.5 Coding Themes

Coding was used as the fundamental analytic process based on Grounded theory to categorize the research papers into themes. The coding process followed the three basic types of coding techniques: open, axial and selective [25].

During open coding, basic concepts were extracted (i.e. follower, watcher, fork, star, issue, commit, pull request, merge, dataset) to form simple categories corresponding to each concept. Some papers belonged to more than one category. During the next stage, axial coding, the classification evolves to more appropriate categories by further analysis to find out additional concepts and understand relationships. During this stage, new categories emerged (e.g. continuous integration (CI), @-mention, gist, contribution driven-by commits, guidelines, successful project, popular project, rockstar, developers’ activities, developers’ roles, community structure, transparency, collaboration, and tools), others disappeared because they were absorbed by a higher category (i.e. star included into new category popular projects, commit and merge included into pull request) and other categories were kept (i.e. follower, watcher, issue, pull request, dataset). This new set of classifications was the basis for a more abstract categorization.

In selective coding, all categories are unified around “core” categories which are more abstract or convey a more general concept. During this stage, classifications with similar concepts were joined. For example, CI, @-mention, issue, gist and contributions in the form of drive-by commits were grouped in the Managing Pull Requests. Datasets and guidelines were grouped in the Mining GitHub category. The fork category was aggregated with popular projects and successful projects classifications in the Forking popular projects classification to include papers focused on projects widely used in the open source community. The watchers, followers and rockstars categories were put together in the Influencing developers category; papers there focus on the impact of influence on the developer behaviour. The developer’s activities, developers’ roles and community structure were grouped under Developers’ roles, to include research defining the developers’ role in the community based on their activities. The categories of transparency and collaboration appeared to be related due to the impact of transparency on collaboration among developers. Then, the category Collaboration and transparency was created. The last category, Tools, was kept without any change.
3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the different types of systematic reviews were described, electronic libraries selected and criteria to inspect the studies were set up as well as the information that was extracted from each paper. In the next chapter, the findings of the study related to the research questions will be analyzed.
Chapter 4

Results

This chapter addresses the two research questions defined in chapter 3. The goal of the research questions is to gather and identify the trend of current research on GitHub, as well as organize the body of knowledge.

4.1 Statistics of research conducted on GitHub

4.1.1 Electronic libraries search results

The search on electronic libraries, with the keyword string and research protocol, was conducted during September 1-13 2016. The search resulted in 67 included papers, after removing 2688 publications that did not match the inclusion criteria. The inclusion rate was 2.43%. Mainly, the criterion that was not satisfied was the subject of the papers; those that were not focused on the use of GitHub for collaboration were rejected.

The search in the digital libraries was conducted in the order shown in the table 4.1. The first library, IEEE Xplore, provided the greater number of papers. Similarly, ACM Digital Library, the second, yielded similar results. About 80.6% of the publications were found on these two electronic libraries.

In contrast, Compendex (Engineering Village) and Google Scholar libraries presented the majority of papers located in IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library, but added 11 more publications together. Springer Link library resulted in the lowest percentage of selected papers due to restrictions in the search engine to limit the search for title and abstract\(^1\) and the order of the search taken during the search.

\(^1\)http://www.springer.com/authors/book+authors/helpdesk?SGWID=
The table 4.1 provides the details with respect to each electronic library:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Papers Included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM Digital Library</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compendex</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer Link</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley Online Library</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Direct</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Number of selected papers, by electronic library

By applying the snowball method to the 67 papers, 25 additional publications were added. As a result, the final number of papers found by the keyword string and additional references were 92 selected publications.

4.1.2 Statistics information

What is the rate of publication on research discussing GitHub per year?

The results of this study showed the earliest publication mentioning GitHub to be in 2010, even though GitHub was launched in 2008\(^2\). This research was an exploratory study conducted by Storey et al. \[^{115}\] that provided an overview of the characteristics of several tools supporting collaboration among developers. The authors introduced GitHub as a “Social Coding Environment” that combines social networking with the power of the Git DVCS. In 2011, Heller et al. \[^{49}\] conducted the first quantitative study on GitHub that provided the visualization of collaboration and influence in GitHub. The authors found most of the development was done in US and Europe. Some South American countries (i.e. Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay) connected more with Europe than North America and the collaboration occurred between developers near each other.

In 2014, the research focused on GitHub grew by almost 50\%, compared to the previous year, due to the official presentation of GHTorrent \(^3\) in the MSR challenge \(^4\). The availability of alternative datasets on-demand made the access to data on GitHub

\(^2\)https://github.com/blog/40-we-launched

\(^3\)http://ghtorrent.org/

\(^4\)http://2014.msrconf.org/challenge.php
activities easy for the research community. In 2015, the research on GitHub achieved its highest growth in number of publications, with 29.35% of total publications from all years. However, in 2016, the research decreased by 6.52%, which represents a lower level of number of publication (qualitative, quantitative, mixed publications) than in 2014 with 27.17% of total number of publications. The table 4.2 shows the number of papers by year:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Number of selected papers, by year

**What research methods are used in GitHub research studies?**

In general, the number of publications applying quantitative methods in GitHub research corresponds to 60.87% of the total number of publications. Only 21.74% of publications are using mixed methods (i.e. quantitative and qualitative methodology), while 16.30% of the research studies include only qualitative methodologies. 1.09% of the publications correspond to systematic review studies.

The rate of qualitative research studies has been stable since 2014, with an average of 2 publications per year. On the other hand, the number of studies using quantitative methods increased more than 50% from 2013 to 2014, reaching the highest number of publications using this methodology across all years. In 2016, the number of quantitative studies was 8, the same as in 2013. Since 2013, studies using mixed methods have gone up from 7.69% of the total number of publications, to 47.62%, in 2016. In 2016, the first systematic literature review on GitHub studies [27] was conducted, focusing on analyzing the papers’ data collection process and size, as well as whether papers supplied their datasets to the community.

5Storey *et al.* [115]

6Heller *et al.* [49]
In 2016, there was a decrease in the number of publications that report quantitative research on GitHub, while the mixed methods studies increased by about 40% relative to 2015. Publications with mixed methodologies represent 47.62% of total research in 2016. This trend is in line with [63] that mentioned researchers may need to include qualitative input to ensure validity of the results. Figure 4.1 shows the number of studies by methodology type (i.e. methodology is indicated by color and percentage represents the amount of papers with respect to the total number of publications) through the time:

Figure 4.1: Research statistics by year
What datasets are used for GitHub research?

The majority of papers included in the current systematic literature review used either the GitHub API or GHTorrent as datasets (72.57%); this is similar to 74.2% found in previous research [27]. The use of these datasets imposes some limitations to the research. Some of the limitation mentioned in studies [40],[44] include that data in GitHub is additive, important entities are not timestamped, pull requests are merged outside GitHub, and some events may be missing. In addition, the GitHub API limits the requests to up to 5,000 per hour. The use of alternative sources of data, such as GitHub Archive, is only seen in 4.35% of the studies and an additional 4.34% used GitHub Archive with either GHTorrent or GitHub API. Only one paper [104] reported the use of Boa (1.09%) as an alternative source to obtain data. Figure 4.2 shows the number of GitHub studies, per data sources used to obtain data:

![Figure 4.2: Data sources to mine GitHub](image)

With respect to the availability of the datasets to replicate the research, 17.39% of the publications used either a new dataset or available datasets from other research. The remaining 82.61% research included the characteristics of the used dataset, but did not mention how the dataset was collected neither provided any link to replicate
the findings. Similar results are reported in [27] with 31.2% of works sharing the dataset. The figure 4.4 includes the availability of datasets in research:

Figure 4.3: Dataset availability for replication
Citations and Authors

The number of citations of the publications were considered as a guide to which research papers have more relevance and impact in GitHub research. When searching for citations for each paper on Google Scholar, 16.30% of GitHub publications do not have citations, while research papers with 1 to 4 citations represented 27.17% of total number of papers. In total, 60.87% of the papers have less than 10 citations. Few publications [115], [39], [62] reached above 100 citations and only one work [32] achieved more than 300 citations. These four papers are considered the basis in the evolution of research in GitHub. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of the amount of papers cited:

![Citation statistics](image)

Figure 4.4: Citation statistics

The most active researchers focused on GitHub are presented in Table 4.3, by the number of publications that a researcher is either the first author or coauthor in. This metric may guide new researchers to follow popular researchers, the same way a GitHub developer does. Table 4.3 provides the authors with the highest number of published papers, this set of 16 authors represent 31.07% of the total number of authors focused on the impact of GitHub features on collaboration in software
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development:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gousios, Georgios</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasilescu, Bogdan</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damian, Daniela</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blincoe, Kelly</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladimir, Filkov</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Huaimin</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Yue</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabbish, Laura</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devanbu, Premkumar</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbsleb, James</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singer, Leif</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosentino, Valerio</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German, Daniel M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalliamvakou, Eirini</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsay, Jason</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin, Gang</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Authors with more published research order by number of publications

In table 4.4, it can be observed that the majority of researchers (41.72%) have written one paper while the top-3 authors combined (mentioned in table 4.3) account for 8.28% of the publications on GitHub.

Only a small set of papers stand out for the number of citations. As mentioned before, the majority of papers have less than 10 citations. Table 4.5 includes the top-10 most cited papers in GitHub ordered by the number of citations and year:

When considering where GitHub research originates, it was found that the top-7 most active countries (found through the university affiliation of all authors) gather 53.26% of the total publications. Table 4.6 illustrates the group of countries with the largest number of publications:

Regarding publication venue, about 50% of the papers reporting GitHub research were published in 5 venues: MSR, ICSE, CSCW, APSEC and SANER. Table 4.7 includes the list of conferences with the most published papers on GitHub:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Papers</th>
<th># Authors</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>41.72%</td>
<td>41.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12.43%</td>
<td>54.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.33%</td>
<td>59.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.47%</td>
<td>68.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.40%</td>
<td>76.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.10%</td>
<td>83.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.25%</td>
<td>91.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.37%</td>
<td>94.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.66%</td>
<td>96.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>96.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Number of authors by $n$ number of papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The GHTorent Dataset and Tool Suite [39]</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Promises and Perils of Mining GitHub [62]</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Exploratory Study of the Pull-based Software Development Model [42]</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Structure of Social Coding in GitHub [118]</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impression Formation in Online Peer Production: Activity Traces and Personal Profiles in GitHub [77]</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating a Shared Understanding of Testing Culture on a Social Coding Site [91]</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Top-10 most cited papers in GitHub order by number of citations and year
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Paper Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China-USA</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Top-7 most active countries order by number of publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conference on Mining Software Repositories (MSR)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work &amp; Social Computing (CSCW)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia-Pacific Software Engineering Conference (APSEC)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Software Analysis, Evolution and Reengineering (SANER)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMPSAC)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference on Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference Software Maintenance and Evolution (ICSME)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement (ESEM)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Workshop on Crowd-based Software Development Methods and Technologies (CrowdSoft)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Meeting on Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Popular conferences for publication of GitHub research
4.2 Topics covered by publications on GitHub research

The research questions and contributions were extracted to analyze the theme of each paper and build abstract categories. Table 4.8 shows the themes that emerged from the coding of the extracted data, from the selected papers. In the last column, the papers of the category are ordered in descending order of number of citations. In cases of ties, the papers are presented in ascending order by year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mining GitHub</td>
<td>[39],[62],[40],[44],[45],[124],[63],[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers’ roles</td>
<td>[128],[85],[88],[94],[78],[76],[133],[71],[126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration and transparency</td>
<td>[32],[77],[91],[10],[49],[31],[80],[127],[60],[20],[61],[81],[14],[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influencing developers</td>
<td>[141],[137],[107],[70],[8],[15],[9],[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forking popular projects</td>
<td>[118],[13],[122],[58],[146],[37],[1],[105],[11],[57],[134],[3],[22],[6],[59],[55],[75],[96],[138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing pull requests</td>
<td>[42],[120],[41],[121],[12],[129],[125],[43],[92],[95],[140],[48],[19],[93],[143],[145],[111],[52],[98],[65],[132],[142],[144],[82],[73],[97],[101],[104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>[56],[123],[114],[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: GitHub classifications

4.2.1 Classification Description

For each theme, there is a sentence describing the category, and a summary of the contents of the category, as represented by the 3 most cited papers in that category.

Mining GitHub. This set of papers provides a glance of guidelines, perils and datasets to be considered when mining GitHub. Gousios et al. [39] introduced the GHTorrent dataset and tool suite to support researchers in conducting large-scale research studies using GitHub data, overcoming the restrictions of GitHub’s API. The paper, as well as its follow up [40] introduced the schema, design, and implementation of the offline GitHub mirror, which became the dataset of choice.
for most of the research papers on GitHub later on. As the number of papers using GHTorrent as the dataset for mining collaboration information grew, Kalliamvakou et al. [62] identified potential risks that researchers may face if they don’t recognize the specific ways in which the data is organized and how it may affect the conclusions they draw. The authors in [62] caution that mined data should be accompanied by qualitative information to ensure that the conclusions about the degree and nature of collaboration in GitHub projects accurately reflects reality.

Developers’ roles. This collection of papers defines the team constituents by classifying the developers’ activities and including factors that may either affect performance or contribution. Onoe et al. [85] classified a team based on the type of activities, specialization and frequency of activities of developers. The findings revealed that developers play different roles from technical (i.e. coding) to management activities (commenting, creating issues), but rarely their participation are balanced among their different projects. Similarly, Padhye et al. [88] defined the team structure as a combination of internal, external and mutant contributors (i.e. only forking the project). The authors in [88] mentioned that the size of external communities in popular scripting languages are comparable to core communities. On the other hand, well-stablished programming languages (e.g. Java, C) have a larger community who do not contribute back. As a complementary study, Vasilescu et al. [128] advised increasing gender and tenure diversity in the team structure to improve productivity and promote staffing changes to welcome new ideas from newcomers.

Collaboration and transparency. This category shows how transparency in all developers’ activities and project content is used to improve collaboration. Pham et al. [91] examined how GitHub assist project owners to communicate testing culture and community’s norms. The findings suggested that when contributing to projects that include test suites, newcomers feel “obligated” to include test cases in their contributions. In addition, the authors [91] found that transparency around project artifacts allows novice contributors to adopt easily to community’s norms. Moreover, Dabbish et al. [32] exposed how developers make social and technical inferences and use this information to collaborate. The transparency assist to project owners to be aware of impacts of incoming contributions and contributors decide to which project contribute. In a similar study, Marlow et al. [77] investigated how impressions are formed based on activity history. Developers use available information to form impressions about general coding ability, project management and personality and those inferences can affect contributions and further collaboration.
Influencing developers. This collection exposes the influence of popular users well known as “rockstars” on their followers and watchers. Yu et al. [141] found that the social connections among developers form two visible patterns in the follow network in GitHub. In the first, when rockstars or core team are followed by a large number of followers, the projects attract more attention. In the second, some core developers establish external connections with other communities to either collaborate or obtain/share ideas. Similarly, Wu et al. [137] spotted that it is common-place for developers in the core team to follow each other. The authors claimed that followship from external contributors is not the result of collaboration in GitHub, but the result of previous connections which are created in external social platforms. With respect to followers, Sheoran et al. [107] pointed that overall contributors who were watchers are twice more likely to contribute than contributors who were not watchers before.

Forking popular projects. This group of papers are focused on finding common patterns in popular and successful projects as well as including the characteristics of forked projects. In 2012, Tsay et al. [122] conducted a quantitative study with 5,000 projects to define project success based on productivity. The authors found that reducing the need of coordination among developers through concentration of work in small number of developers leads to more contributions. In 2013, Thung et al. [118] used 100,000 projects to built project and developer networks to identify the most influential projects on the network. The authors found a long tail distribution where only small number of projects had most of the connections. Libraries, frameworks and language platforms were found to be the most influential projects. Similarly, in 2013, Bissyand et al. [13] gathered 100,000 GitHub projects to investigate the programming languages in popular projects. The authors found that scripting programming languages are commonly used in GitHub projects (e.g. Javascript, Ruby, Python and Shell script). Bissyand et al. [13] revealed that programming languages affect the popularity of projects. Objective C, related to iOS applications and Ruby, as multipurpose scripting language, were the programming language that attracted more attention.

Managing pull requests. This set of papers provides insight on which factors determine the acceptance of pull requests as well as the use of other related artifacts (i.e. issues attached to pull requests, gists used in pull requests). Gousios et al. [42] conducted the first exploratory study focused
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on pull requests to discover the factors affecting acceptance of pull requests. The most important factors included small number of lines in the code, and contributions relating to recently modified code. In [42] the authors did not find the inclusion of test cases as a factor to influence acceptance. A follow up study conducted by Tsay et al. [120] complemented the technical and social factors influencing acceptance. In contrast, this study included test cases as an additional main technical factor. In addition, Tsay [120] mentioned that social aspects such as high status in the community or previous contact with the project owner may increase the possibilities for the pull request to be accepted. Finally, Gousios et al. [41] presented a mixed methods study to include a complete guideline to increase the probability to have pull requests accepted. This study includes technical aspects that project owners consider when prioritizing and evaluating pull requests.

Tools. This category includes publications introducing tools for managing collaboration among the team. In 2015, Izquierdo et al. [56] introduced Gila, a visualization tool to facilitate the analysis of issues in a project based on label-based categorization. In the same year, Gousious et al. [123] introduced the design and prototype of a pull request prioritization tool called prioritizer which works as a priority inbox for recommending pull requests. A year later, Stanciulescu [114] introduced a Software Ecosystem (SECO) framework to extract the collaboration between contributors and artifacts and applied this model in an exploratory case study.

Other. This classification includes research with a topic than does not fit with any of the previous themes. Huang et al. [54] examined the effectiveness of conflict management strategies to alleviate differences between project owners and contributors.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the research statistics in the last 7 years of publication activity on GitHub were presented, to understand the growth trend. It was shown that mixed method studies have been increasing in number since 2013. In addition, the number of studies published in 2016 decreased in 6.52% in comparison to 2015. However, this decrease in the number of publications may be affected by when the searches were conducted for this report.

With respect to gathering data, GHTorrent and GitHub API are mentioned as the most important datasources. North America is leading the research on GitHub,
and 30 authors have contributed to more than two papers. Finally, this section was aimed to classify the vast body of the knowledge to find 7 emerging themes; the most popular ones relate to characteristics of pull requests accepted, what are considered popular projects, and the impact of transparency on collaboration. The following chapter will discuss possible risks in GitHub research and impact of social factors in collaboration. Finally, limitations encountered during the systematic scoping review are acknowledged.
Chapter 5

Discussion and Limitations

In this chapter, some discussion points are raised, relative to research on GitHub and the quality of the studies, as they surfaced from the review of the literature. In addition, two hypotheses are formulated on how social features integrated in GitHub may affect collaboration. At the end of the chapter, the possible limitations of our study are listed.

5.1 Discussion

Blockers to the trajectory of GitHub research

As reported in the previous chapter, research on GitHub presents a general increasing trend. The ratios between quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods studies has changed recently, signalling that the community is using qualitative evidence in addition to quantitative, to understand how GitHub’s social aspects influence collaboration. The foundation on which the research on GitHub grew had been the existence of public data and the lack of restrictions on its collection and use. The rich collected data ranged from GitHub user profile data (user name, email) to pull request data (pull-request id, commits, author’s email). In addition, initiatives like GHTorrent lowered the barriers to obtaining data through providing offline datasets.

In 2016, the creation of issue 32\(^1\) in GHTorrent showed some concerns by various developers, who requested that their emails be removed from GHTorrent data. As a result, there were community discussions about the public availability of personal data of GitHub developers. The GitHub users’ emails, which were made publicly

\(^1\)http://www.gousios.gr/blog/Issue-thirty-two.html
available by the users’ choice – the default choice at the time – were included in the offline GHTorrent datasets. GitHub developers expressed disapproval of the use of their personal data for research purposes in the comments included in the issue 32².

As a result, in March 2016, GHTorrent excluded personal data such as emails and real names from the offline datasets. This restriction in personal data left the only option to researchers to obtain this information through the use of GitHub API.

In February 2017, GitHub Inc. presented a new Terms of Service (ToS) which includes restriction for research only when scraping data; researchers are required to publish their research as open access if they want to use non-personal information ³. With respect to personal information, the ToS in the GitHub Privacy Statement section states the free use of email for research purposes as long as it is publicly available in the user profile:

![GitHub Privacy Statement](https://help.github.com/articles/github-terms-of-service/#5-scraping)

The restrictions in the availability of personal data went further. In addition to the option “Keep my email address private” presented on GitHub to restrict the availability of emails from the user profile and GitHub API endpoints. In April 2017, GitHub launched a new feature ⁴ to protect even more the exposure of emails included in commits by adding the option “Block command line that expose my email”.

Developers on GitHub have started restricting the availability of their personal data, this would bring up two issues that may impact research. First, without the ability to collect emails, researchers are far less likely to accurately link GitHub users to their activity without personal information, which may impact both qualitative and quantitative studies. Second, reaching out to GitHub users to invite them to participate in survey or interview studies becomes more difficult without access to

---

²[https://github.com/ghtorrent/ghtorrent.org/issues/32](https://github.com/ghtorrent/ghtorrent.org/issues/32)
⁴[https://github.com/blog/2346-private-emails-now-more-private](https://github.com/blog/2346-private-emails-now-more-private)
their email addresses; this can especially limit qualitative data collection. Given these possible difficulties for data collection and processing, it will not be surprising if the trend of GitHub-related published studies starts to decrease.

**Replicability of GitHub Research**

Replicability is a fundamental characteristic of high-quality research, intended to ensure the validity of findings and avoid research bias. In quantitative research, replicability is somewhat easily achieved by sharing the studied data as well as describing in detail the methods used to process it. On the other hand, qualitative research involves the interpretations and understanding of the researcher, making it difficult to replicate exactly [135]. In addition, qualitative data (such as interview transcripts) are more likely to be confidential and, as a result, make it impossible to share the raw data with other researchers.

In general, about 80% of the studies that ended up being included in the current systematic scoping review, neither made available the dataset used nor provides scripts or methods to extract information. In quantitative research, the inaccessibility to a dataset may create problems or raise questions when interpreting and comparing findings. For instance, Jarczyk et al. [57] conducted a quantitative study to analyze popular projects; they found that programming language does not affect the popularity of a project. Another quantitative study, however, by Bissyande et al. [13] reported that projects programmed in Objective C and Ruby tended to draw most of the interest, and concluded that programming languages may impact and help define project popularity.

When faced with opposing findings, a replication of the methodological steps on the used dataset by the researchers is a necessity, to understand which variables made the difference. Without such references, drawing concrete conclusions becomes complicated, and researchers can be unsure which research results to use as knowledge in future studies. One proxy of confidence in a study’s findings could be the number of citations it has received. Considering citations, [57] is cited by 5 papers, while [13] is mentioned by 34 authors. Another proxy could be the number of projects the study analyzed. For example, while Bissyande et al. [13] included 100,000 projects as their sample, Jarczyk et al. [57] considered 2,000 projects, but shared the scripts to obtain the data\(^5\).

\(^5\)https://github.com/wikiteams/supra-repos-x
Given that the majority of research studies do not make available their datasets or replication packages, alternative mechanisms should be proposed to evaluate research under these characteristics. An evaluation of research in a full systematic literature review would need to include additional information such as authors’ track of research in GitHub to obtain authors’ expertise.

**Impact of GitHub’s Social Features and Awareness**

The categorization of the papers provided in the current review gives some insight on the impact of GitHub on the software development process. Open source communities are made of core developers, active and passive contributors, and the majority of the work is accomplished by a small percentage of developers (core developers) [38]. Previous research on SourceForge provided similar observations with respect to the structure of open source communities. A developer is more likely to get her contribution accepted (in GitHub’s case, a pull request) through establishing prior connections with the core team and adhering to project programming standards [35]. Where GitHub has made a difference is that it transformed the traditional developer who had limited awareness, to a social developer[110] who has to manage a flood of news and information to support her awareness.

GitHub’s social coding environment has incorporated social factors that affect the way developers interact. Previously in SourceForge the mailing list was the only source of awareness. In contrast, developers using GitHub are aware of the project activity even before contributing through the news feed. In GitHub, the developers’ contribution and social connections may be more selective and aimed to build faster reputation. Several studies [46], [36], [51], [69] have recognized community recognition as one of the important motivators to participate in open source projects.

In the socio-technical analysis conducted by Ducheneaut et al. [35] in the Python community, the authors found that developers require not only technical skills to obtain community recognition and eventually be part of the core team, but also alliances through building social relationships which support their contributions during controversies. Are the social features and increased awareness in GitHub really providing assistance to newcomers to build easily these relationships and include themselves in the community? It seems that newcomers and external developers may become part of the core team in less time, through using GitHub’s social features. However, this aspect hasn’t been measured yet in existing research.
GitHub’s Social Features may not Be Fully Used

GitHub not only offers a great deal of social features to improve awareness, collaboration and integration in the software development process, but also technical features such as pull-based development. Projects migrating to GitHub have increased the number of collaborators [80]. However, there is no clear evidence that developers may be taking advantage of these features to reduce the time for the first active participation in this social coding environment.

The needed time for first contributions in GitHub seems to be more when compared to the needed time in SourceForge, GitHub’s predecessor. For instance, Von Krogh et al [130] found out that the average time between first comment and first commit on CVS was about 40 days while Sheoran et al [107] obtained the average of 257 days, minimum time among programming languages, for watchers to submit their first pull request. Currently, there is not available research to confirm that GitHub has not only increased the number of contributors, but also decreased the time for first contribution.

Could the large amount of information cause an overload that is delaying the first pull request? There is no doubt that developers on GitHub are exposed to more and richer information than before, and the time to process this information may affect the time to contribute for the first time. In a recent study, [43], most developers reported that they prefer to restrict their attention to news feeds when programming. More studies are needed to study the effect of including different awareness modes based on the developers activities to avoid deciding between programming and maintaining awareness.

5.2 Limitations

A possible bias in the results of this systematic literature review may be the selection of relevant papers. This threat of validity was mitigated by conducting a preliminary literature review to obtain the most common keywords in research focused on GitHub and defining inclusion and exclusion criteria validated by experts in the field. In addition, the selection of the digital research libraries could be a threat of validity. However, a preliminary search on the most recognized libraries was conducted in order to assess the range of publications related to the topic. Additionally, the most important digital libraries in Computer Science (IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital
Library) are included in the scoping.

Some important publications may not have been included because they are not hosted in the selected digital research libraries. To address this limitation, the snowball method was used to recover 25 additional studies. In addition, the date, September 2016, of conducting the search on electronic libraries may affect the number of publications for 2016.

A final threat to validity may be the subjective understanding of the research papers, which led to coming up with the specific classification. However, the annotated bibliography of the selected publications is included in the appendix section for the reader consideration.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this report a systematic review of studies on the impact of GitHub on software development was presented. By following a systematic methodology, 2,755 papers were identified and 92 publications were selected based on the exclusion/inclusion criteria and snowball method. The overview of what is the research conducted in GitHub and its categorization was presented.

The presented statistics provided the frequency of publication of GitHub-related research, and have given evidence of the different methodologies used, dataset availability, and impactful authors in GitHub-related research. In addition, the collection of research papers were categorized following grounded theory techniques [25] and summarized the most important findings. The resulting categories are: mining GitHub, developers’ roles, collaboration and transparency, influencing developers, forking popular projects, managing pull requests, tools and other. In addition, the discussion section compares software development process before and after GitHub to acknowledge important differences, and enlisted some threats for research in the near feature.

This study is aimed to assist new researchers to gain familiarity with the field and recognize new directions to continue studying GitHub’s impact on software development.
Appendix A

Annotated Bibliography

In this section, the summary of each paper considered as the dataset in this report is presented as annotated bibliography for further analysis. Each research paper includes classification, objective, questions, findings, methodology and datasets.
Forking Popular Projects. This paper investigates the relation between project popularity and documentation updates. Research Questions:

\textit{RQ1.- How does the popularity of a project correlate with its documentation?}

Popularity induces documentation change for some projects. Projects with consistent popularity have more contributors who had some contribution to the documentation.

\textit{RQ2.- Do different types of projects exhibit different documentation-evolution behaviours?}

Library projects present very small initial documentation that starts increasing as the project’s popularity arise. The framework projects include a lot of documentation before popularity.

Methodology: Quantitative (Cross-correlation and linear regression model).

Dataset extracted from MSR’14 Mining Challenge data set. 48 projects.

Forking Popular Projects. This paper is aimed to discover trends that govern the developers’ decision to select a popular repository to contribute to.

Research Questions:

What are the important project features that make a developer decide whether to participate or not in a project?

1) Technical information (e.g. primary programming language, complexity of the software, project documentation).

2) Popularity and level of activity of the project (e.g. number of watchers and time size).

3) Owner type and project’s age: (e.g. project owned by organizations or users).

Strong correlation is found between the number of watchers, open issues and forks. The authors speculated that as the number of open issues increases, the number of watchers and forks increase as well. After ranking selection, the authors found the following results:

- Developers with 2 to 10 participation (newbie developers) look for project complexity (code size) as their top priority in addition to the project popularity (watchers and team size information).

- Developers with 11 to 50 participations consider the programming language, project’s age and team size to participate in the project.

- Developers with more experience (51 to 200 participations) take into account team size, programming language and code size to participate in a repository.


Dataset extracted from GitHub.com (2,332,749 projects and 1,034,996 users).
Tools. This paper proposes a novel collaborative software development tool (called COG) over GitHub to provide real-time information about arising direct and indirect conflicts among collaborative developers.

For using COG, developers need only to connect with COG server once and continue working as usual in the Eclipse IDEs, configured for GitHub. Collaborating developers are connected to a central server that stores information about current state of the project hosted over GitHub and on individuals developers’ workspace. The server also stores activity information of individual collaborating clients. The authors conducted a case study of conflict identification to demonstrate the effectiveness of the tool.

Methodology: Quantitative (Dependency graphs).

Dataset: None.

Forking Popular Projects. This paper investigates the relation between project growth as a proxy for success, and social diversity.

Research Questions

RQ1.- How does gender diversity relate to the growth of open source projects?

The Spearman’s correlation resulted in less than 0.065 showing no correlation.

RQ2.- How does geographical diversity relate to the growth of open


source projects?
The Spearman’s correlation was 0.08 that was higher than gender diversity, but no relevant.
Methodology: Quantitative(Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR), Blau index and logistic regression).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. Used data provided by the social diversity studies of github teams research.


**Influencing developers.** This paper analyzes the members’ core contributions, activities and influence in GitHub and Stack Overflow to understand the similarities and differences of the members’ contributions in the two platforms. **Findings:**

- As developers become increasingly engaged with the GitHub platform (committing code, contributing to more issues), they accrue more followers.
- More popular users are engaged more in the commits, issues and comments.
- Popularity is not gained through development alone. Other factors such as communications, commenting behaviour or consistency of the activities.
- The activity in one network cannot predict the other in general.
- More active GitHub users are engaged more in answering than asking questions.

Methodology: Quantitative(Spearman correlation, pairwise correlations and Pearson correlation).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 255,375 users.


**Influencing developers.** This paper is focused on understanding how the popularity can influence over different programming languages.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* - What does influence mean in GitHub?
- The top 30 list based on number of watchers are owned by individuals who are popular people in SE.
- The top 30 accounts based on number of forks are owned mostly by organizations and specifically they are libraries and frameworks. The authors refer to the number of forked projects as the most "real influence” metric in GitHub.

*RQ2.* - How broadly does influence extend? Do the highly reputed users exert influence focused within a theme, such as programming language?
- The influence is spread among different programming languages. The number of forked projects is not language dependent but developer dependent.

**Methodology:** Mixed(Spearman correlation, qualitative analysis of similarities and differences of influential users).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 216 users.


**Collaboration and Transparency.** This paper provides an insight about how GitHub has been used by developers and the future for GitHub.
Research Questions

*RQ1.* In addition to following developers and watching projects, are there other mechanisms for forming relationships?
The URL structure indicates who is the primary maintainer of the project. GitHub put a face to the name of the project’s main developer. In addition, user’s profile can provide personal information.

*RQ2.* How do GitHub help community members find trustworthy content?
The star is the main feature to show trending repositories. GitHub provides the README file to show exactly how the project works. Projects with good README files tend to be most used.

*RQ3.* How did GitHub achieve a critical mass of users on GitHub?
Git is so distributed that there is no centralized place to collaborate. GitHub is the hub where you can host all your Git repositories and work on them together. Big projects such as Rails attracted people.

*RQ4.* What future trends do you see that are important to GitHub?
GitHub on mobile devices such as iPads to cover the ways that people consume content.

*RQ5.* If GitHub had 100 times more users and 10 times more resources, where GitHub would go?
Use GitHub for more activities beyond Sw Development such as Journalism, science through sharing scientific papers for replication.

Methodology: Qualitative (Interview).

Dataset: None.


**Forking Popular Projects.** The authors proposed a methodology to efficiently analyze commits in forks related to the same project.

**Research Questions**

*RQ1.* Are there commits related to a given project that are dispersed in forks other than the project mainline?
Created forks are not kept up-to-date and no new commits are added
to their upstream repository.

RQ2.- Are there differences in the collaboration patterns of multi-repository projects which we can track by analyzing their distributed commit history?

The amount of commits linking forks and mainline is balanced. Some forks are heavily involved, while other very little. Maybe some of these branches are used to develop alternative solutions and they are not shared with other forks.

Methodology: Quantitative (visualization with Circos Software)

Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 342 projects.


Managing Pull Requests. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the adoption of issue trackers among projects with different number of contributors, source code and followers.

Research Questions

RQ1.- What is the proportion of projects that receive issue reports and how can projects be differentiated in that respect?

Projects with smaller code bases are less likely to have issue reports. The median number of developers is 2 for projects without issues while the number is increased to 5 for projects with issues. Projects with reported issues tend to be older, have more lines of code, have more number of developers and have more popular owners.

RQ2.- How many issues are tracked in projects whose trackers are used?

Most projects have small number of reported issues. 86% of the projects have less than 50 issues. Less than 8% of the projects have more than 50 issues in their tracking systems.

RQ3.- What is the number of occurrences of category tags in issue reports? What are the most frequently appearing categories?

Only less than 30% of issue reports in the dataset are tagged. The
two most common tasks are bug and feature. In addition, web applications receive more reported issues which represents 12% of tagged issues.

RQ4.- Who enter issues into issue tracking systems? How many of them are project team members?
Only one third of the developers have written some issue reports for the projects. Additionally, issue reporters often contribute to the code base with 58% of them. Development teams should encourage issue reporters to become active contributors.

RQ5.- What is the relationship between utilization of issue tracking system and project success (i.e. number of forks and watchers)?
The success of a project is proportional to the number of developers that watch the project. There is a strong correlation between the number of issues and the number of watchers and forks.

RQ6.- Does the size of user communities impact the time-to-fix rates of bugs?
The time-to-fix intervals of issues is only slightly impacted by the number of issue reporters.

Methodology: Quantitative (Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test and Spearman correlation).

Dataset collected from GitHub API. 96,199 projects.


Forking Popular Projects. This paper investigates popularity, interoperability and impact of various programming languages in GitHub.

Research Questions

RQ1.- How popular are the various programming languages in terms of adoption in real-world software projects?
- Popularity based SLOC: C ansi (60.835%), Javascript (11.18%),
c++ (8.19%). The authors suggested the predominant use of C is due to OS kernels such as Linux Kernel with above 10,000,000 lines of C code.

- Popularity based on the number of projects on GitHub shows a different list: JavaScript (27.87%), Ruby (19.86%), Python (15.22%).

RQ2.- How many projects are written in more than one programming language and what is the degree of interoperability of each language towards the others?

JavaScript, Shell and Ruby appeared to be used together with most of the programming languages. JavaScript interoperates regularly with PHP and Ruby. C and C++ interoperate the best with each other.

RQ3.- Is there a correlation between the programming language used and the projects success?

- Objective C with 91 followers in average, followed by JavaScript with 65 follower and Ruby with 60 followers are the programming languages with more followers and consequently interest among the projects.

- Measured by number of forks projects in Objective C with 12 forks average, followed by Ruby with 10 forks average and Earlang projects with 9 forks.

The authors suggested this preference for Objective C projects due to iOS (iPhone) applications.

RQ4.- What is the correlation between the programming language used and the number of issue reports?

The authors did not find a clear correlation between programming languages and the number of issues for language.

RQ5.- How does the programming language correlate with the size of the development team?

The top-3 languages (Ansi C, C++ and TCL) included in the dataset have the highest average team size. This results can be affected by highly distributed projects such as Linux.

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive statistics and MWW test to assess statistical significance between distribution of projects).

Dataset extracted from GitHub’s API. 100,000 projects.
Collaboration and Transparency. This paper is focused on how implicit coordination can be measured in modern collaborative development environments by a cases study of Rails project. The authors report how and why features that support implicit coordination are used.

Research Questions:

RQ.-How are the features that enable implicit coordination being used on modern software development environments?  
Both issue subscription and following other users are widely adopted.  
The main reason for subscribing to issues is to obtain information on dependencies (authors called implicit coordination because they reduce the need of direct communication). 48.1% of contributors are subscribed to at least one issue. Developers use issues to be aware of dependencies, issue status, project status, general interest, awareness for future.

Methodology: Qualitative - Online Survey to 7,492 GitHub users and interviews with 14 contributors.

Dataset: GHTorrent. Selected projects with the most code contributions in the GHTorrent 2014-04-02 dataset for Rails. 2,437 closed issues, 7,935 contributors.

Influencing developers. This paper studies the motivation behind following others and the influence of popular users on their followers.

Research Questions:

RQ1.- Why do GitHub users follow others and who are the most
followed users?

Getting project updates (27.2%), discovering new projects and trends (24.8%), no benefit (18.8%), learning (11.2%), following friends and co-workers (7.3%), collaboration or sharing code (5.8%).

RQ2.- Are GitHub users influenced by the users they follow?
- Popular user activity on a project precedes the follower’s activity for 90.5% of the new projects they star or contribute to.
- When popular users star, fork, contribute to or create a new project, a large percentage of their followers (24.7%, 10.2%, 23.9% and 17%) will star that project.
- 12.5% of the followers will contribute after the popular user star a project and the percentage of followers increase to 13.7% after the popular user contributed to that project.
- The popular user’s rate of contribution does not impact their rate of influence and this is an indication that popularity may be more influential than actual contribution.

Methodology: Mixed (survey to 4,000 most active GitHub users (800 responses), chi-squared test, Mann-Whitney test).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent: 199 users with 101,688 followers.


**Excluded paper.** This research is aimed to find the main factors that impact the number of stars of GitHub projects, including programming language and application domain.

**Research Questions**

*RQ1.- How popularity varies per programming language, application domain, and repository owner?*

The top-5 languages with more stars are JavaScript, Python, Java, Objective-C and Ruby. Regarding to application domain, the highest
median number of stars are system software, web libraries and frameworks and documentation. The authors considered programming language and application domain a factor may impact on popularity. Repositories owned by organizations have higher popularity than those own by users.

RQ2.- Does popularity correlate with other characteristics of a repository, like age, number of commits, number of contributors, and number of forks?

There is not correlation between number of stars, age, commits and contributors. However, popularity is highly correlated with the number of forks.

RQ3.- How early do repositories get popular?

Around 40% of repositories received 10% of their stars in the first days of the initial release. After this period, for half of the repositories the growth rate tends to stabilize.

Methodology: Mixed (Kruskal-Wallis test, Mann-Whitney test, Spearman’s rank correlation test, KSC algorithm and surveys (5 responses out of 17 developers, 25 answers out of 60 developers)).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API , 2,500 repositories and 97,948 stars.

Dataset available at https://goo.gl/73Sbvz.


Forking Popular Projects. Excluded paper

This paper introduces a framework to evaluate popularity of projects and a collection of popularity growth patterns.

Findings:

Growth patterns describing evolution of number of stars over the time:

1) Sustainable growth: The number of stars received is enough to maintain without variations in popularity. 22% of projects in GitHub belongs to this category.
2) **Fast growth**: Projects maintained an improvement in their popularity compared with the previous week at least during 90% of weeks under analysis. 5% of projects matched this category.

3) **Slow growth**: Projects received few stars on each week and they are not enough to maintain their position and decreased their popularity. A minimum 0.5% of projects in GitHub follow on this growth.

4) **Viral growth**: Projects with a massive growth due to word-of-mouth propagation in social networks. Only 2% of the projects present this growth and the majority are implemented on JavaScript. The majority of project show a sustainable growth with some of them presenting a fast growth.

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive statistics, Spearman correlation).

Dataset was not mentioned in the paper. 2,138 projects.

---


**Managing Pull Requests.** This paper is focused on how and which labels are used in GitHub projects.

The GitHub issue-tracking system includes seven generic labels to tag the issues: bug, duplicate, enhancement, help wanted, invalid, question, wontfix. However, it provides the capability to create custom labels.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* - **How many labels are used in GitHub?**

There are only 3% of project containing labelled issues. The label mechanism is scarcely used in GitHub.

*RQ1.1.* - **How many labels are used per project?**

The majority of the projects uses one or two different labels. About 60% of the issues are labelled. About 40% of GitHub users are involved in at least one labelled issue. Projects with less than 100
issues use regularly label mechanism.

**RQ1.2.- What are the most popular ones?**
The most popular labels in decreasing order are: enhancement, bug, question, feature, documentation, wontfix and task. There are some labels that are used together. For example, patterns of label pairs are: bug-question, enhancement-question, wontfix-bug, wontfix-enhancement.

**RQ2.- Does using labels influence the evolution of the project?**
On average the percentage of solved labelled issues increases with the number of labels used in the project. The effort to categorize the issues is beneficial for the project at the cost of taking time to labelled the issues. Projects with a complex label management tend to involve more people in discussions.

Methodology: Quantitative(Pearson correlation).

Dataset extracted from GiLA (tool which generates visualizations of issues based on label-categorization). GiLA relies on GHTorrent.


**Collaboration and Transparency.** This paper is focused on developer’s behaviour when joining a project.

**Research Questions:**

**RQ1.- Do prior social connections matter when developers join new projects?** That is, are they more likely to join projects in which there are developers they have already collaborated with in the past?
Over 90% of developers joined projects having past social connections.

**RQ2.- How does the presence of past social connections, and their strength, influence initial developer productivity in both familiar (past language experience) and unfamiliar project environments (no past language experience)?**
Having prior experience either with the project’s programming language or prior social links will increase between 3.7% and 6.2% of productivity for a newcomer. On the other hand, having stronger social connections decreases the probability of being more productive in the initial period by 2%.

RQ3. What is the effect of past experience and prior social connections on how productive a developer will be overall in a project?

In the long-term contributors social links and prior experience are very important. Developers with previous social connections have much higher probability of performing better with an increase over 29.5% and 54.3%. Social connections is very important factor to recruit more contributors.

Methodology: Quantitative(negative binomial regression).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent data dump (2014/11/1) 1,255 developers and 58,092 projects.


Excluded paper. This paper is focused on finding which characteristics of the repository owners motivates other developers to fork a project.

Research Findings:

1) Developers with excellent programming skills are likely to be highly rewarded in the community, but their projects may discourage other developers from collaboration.
2) Having a project repository written in one of the most popular languages increases the probability of finding new collaborators.
3) People providing valid e-mail addresses and urls to their personal sites reduce the cost of obtaining information about them.

Methodology: Quantitative(Directed graphs, binary logit model and linktest).

Dataset extracted from GitHub through web-scrapping technique.
553,370 active users with at least one repository.


**Forking Popular Projects.** This paper is aimed to understand GitHub user behaviour and projects success factors through providing seven success rules for GitHub projects.

**Success Rules:**

1) If Open issues $\approx$ near to 26 && user has made some action in GitHub in the past 4 months && user has a number of followers near to 8, then Project $\hat{\dot{\sim}}$ 1000 downloads with probability 99%

Zero open issues probably reveal an inactive projects while a large number of open issues means either a project went inactive or that is of low quality.

2) If Project’s age is near to 36 months && project user has worked on it in the last 4 months && projects has number of collaborators near to 2 && project owner follows near to 8 other users, then Project $\hat{\dot{\sim}}$ 1000 downloads with probability 81%

Mature projects with small development teams are more likely to be successful.

3) If project age is near to 24 months && user has made some action in GitHub in the past 4 months && project owner has public repositories near to 12 && project owner has number of followers near to 13 and followees near to 8, then Project $\hat{\dot{\sim}}$ 1000 downloads with probability 78%.

Project’s maturity, user activity, user number of repositories and user social activity are factors to maintain a project alive.

4) If project age is near to 24 months && user has made some action in GitHub in the past 4 months && project owner has public repositories near to 12 && project owner has number of followers near to 13 and followees near to 8 && number of collaborators near to 2, then Project $\hat{\dot{\sim}}$ 1000 downloads with probability 78%.

5) If (project has wiki && project is 36 month old (mature) && project user has near to 8 followees, then Project $\hat{\dot{\sim}}$ 1000 downloads
with probability 77%

6) If project is 36 months old (mature) && owner is not hirable, then project \(\leq\) 1000 downloads with probability 77%

The characteristics of successful projects include:
Maturity, high activity, support to other users, active owners, owners with small amounts of other projects, small development teams, owner with small amount of followers and followees and owner is not hirable.


Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 192,732 projects and 10,153 users.
Data available at http://sweng.csd.auth.gr/githubData.zip


**Excluded paper.** The authors proposed three metrics to explore the openness of a project: the distribution of the project community, the rate of acceptance of external contributions, the time it takes to become an official collaborator of the project.

**Research Metrics:**

**RM1: Community composition:** How the community of the project is composed in terms of project and non-project members?

In average only 13% of the community is willing to contribute to the
code. In general, the number of external contributors could also be regarded as low.

RM2: External contribution analysis: How many external contributions are accepted? How long does it take to evaluate an external contribution?

On average, 59.47% of pull requests are accepted and it takes around 231.70 days to address them. RM3: Time to become collaborator. How long does it take to become collaborator?

The median value is almost 5 months. Some projects have a larger value (more than a year) which may indicate reluctance to grant management permission to external contributors.

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive Statistics).


Results available at http://atlanmod.github.io/openness/metric-2-external-contribution-analysis.html


Mining GitHub. This paper studies how research papers have mined GitHub to understand situation regarding analysis and tackle potential perils. The authors applied systematic searches, pruning of non-relevant works and comprehensive forward and backward snowballing processes and identified 93 relevant papers. They pointed at the trade off between using up-to-date data (GitHub API) and curated data from GitHub (GHTorrent). Regarding to the dataset size most of the research is using small-medium size datasets with less than 100 projects. Only one third of the papers make available their dataset or the code to collect the data and replicate the research.

Methodology: Systematic Literature Review.

Dataset: GitHub Research with "GitHub" as keyword avail-
Collaboration and Transparency. The authors inspect how developers managed and contributed to projects and how they used the social features such as reviewing their feeds, watching projects and following other users.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* What you can see in a transparent environment?
- Infer the activity in projects by the number of commit events in the feed.
- Infer participation by following, watching and commenting events. They are indicators that the community cared about that person, project or action.
- Infer quality and community interest by number of watchers and forks.

*RQ2.* How Transparency affects the way work is done?
- Watching commits in among different forks to recruit skilled and committed contributors.
- Forks can show certain user trends when the fork is used with another piece of software.
- The visibility of changes allowed the project owner to discover why
something was no longer working.
- Benefits in learning (e.g. learn from other developers’ actions by watching how other people coded, find the hottest new projects through what others were watching) - Problems in Transparency (e.g. transparency broke down when developers needed information and they could not observed due to flooding of notifications, developers reported problems with information overload when watching several repositories or following many developers). Methodology: Qualitative (Interview with 24 project owners).
Dataset: None.


Collaboration and Transparency. This paper examines the value of transparency for large-scale distributed collaborations and communities of practice. Research Questions:

RQ1.- What inferences do people make when transparency is integrated into a web-based workspace?
-Technical inferences (e.g. recency and volume of activities signs of commitment and interest, number of followers represents status in the community, number of watchers and forks indicates of high quality). - Social inferences (e.g. project owners recruit developers based on visible information about developers, project owners make decisions about what code to accept in the project after making inferences about the quality of code based on its style, efficiency and sometimes submitters’ competence).
- Learning through observing (e.g. GitHub users learn from watching how someone else coded).
- Reputation management (e.g. developers managed their self-image to promote their work. Heavy users of GitHub are aware of the audience for their actions).

RQ2: What is the value of transparency for collaboration in
knowledge-based work?
- Transparency allowed users to access the content of a project and be aware of the changes in the project. Awareness and visibility supported direct feedback and interaction between project owners and users (micro-supply chain).
- Developers work independently until there was information developer could not directly observe. Thus, they use external communication channels to solve potential problems.

Methodology: Qualitative (Interviews and Grounded approach). Interviews with 24 GitHub users. Dataset: None.


Forking Popular Projects. This research is aimed to understand how forking is used in contributions.

Research Questions
**RQ1.** How is forking utilised to facilitate OSS development?

Only 14% of forks contributed back to the master fork. The contributions were classified as defect fixes (43%), code enhancement (12%), documentation (7%), integration (2%).

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive Statistics).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API, 9 JavaScript projects and 7789 forks.


**Mining GitHub.** This paper presents the dataset details and construction process through showing the data schema. In addition, the challenges that emerge from its use are mentioned.

Dataset extracted from GitHub API.

The data is available at http://www.ghtorrent.org


**Mining GitHub.** This paper presents the design and initial implementation of an off-line GitHub mirror and demonstrates how the generated datasets can be queried and processed.

The data showed that the majority of developers reside in the US (43%) or Europe (20.3%).

Methodology: Quantitative (Off-line mirror of GitHub API).

Data set extracted from GitHub API.

Managing Pull Requests. This paper focused on the role of the pull-request integrator, challenges when evaluating pull requests and decision making process to evaluate them.

Research Questions

RQ1.- How do integrators use pull-based development in their projects?
Integrators use pull requests for doing code reviews, resolve issues and half of the integrators use pull requests to discuss new features.

RQ1.1.- How do integrators conduct code reviews?
75% of projects conducted code reviews on all contributions. Similar percentage of the integrators use inline code comments in the pull requests to do code review. Delegation in evaluating pull requests occurred in 42% of the integrators by using @-mentioned.

RQ1.2.- How do integrators merge contributions?
Integrators prefer to maintain the commit metadata by using the GitHub interface in 79% of the cases to merge a pull request while Cherry-picking and textual patch were avoided in most of the cases. In addition, integrators reported the use of CI to merge or the use of scripts to automate merges.

RQ2.- How do integrators decide whether to accept a contribution?
1) Source Quality and code style matching the project with its documentation. 2) The technical fit of the pull requests.
3) Importance of proposed change with respect to bug fixes or project priorities.
4) Test cases included in the pull requests.

RQ3.- What factor do the integrators use to examine the quality of contributions?
In general, the integrators evaluate the quality manually. Project owners search for changes matching the project’s current style, understandable with good documentation and providing clear added value to the project with minimal changes. Pull request contains a clear description, commit organization and commit messages. Test
cases cover the changes. Contributor’s reputation.

**RQ4.- How do the integrators prioritize the application of contributions?**

1) Pull request age, many integrators prefer first-in, first-out approach before applying other prioritization criteria. 2) Urgency by the contribution fixes i) a security issue, ii) a serious new bug, iii) a bug that other projects depend upon. 3) One fifth of the integrators do not prioritize.

**RQ5.- What key challenges do integrators face when working with the pull-based development model?**

Integrators are struggling to maintain quality considering the total volume. Social challenges include motivating contributors to keep working on the project, reaching consensus through pull requests.


Dataset extracted from GHTorrent.

---


**Managing Pull Requests.** This paper explores the characteristics of pull-based development.

**Research Questions**

**RQ1.- How popular is the pull-based development model?**

Between 2012 and 2013, 14% of the active repositories used pull request and shared repositories are equally used among projects. Pull request usage is increasing, but the number of repositories using pull requests is decreasing.

**RQ2.- What are the lifecycle characteristics of pull requests?**

The lifetime of pull requests include two states: merged or closed. 60% of pull requests include less than 20 lines of code and are merged or discarded in less than 1 day. However, the 80% are merged within
4 days and 30% of them in one hour. They include in average 3
comments and the code review affects the time to merge the pull
request. Including test cases do not affect the time or decision to be
merged. Pull request do not receive special treatment based on their
origin (coming from contributor or core team). Across GitHub, more
than 70% of external contributions are merged.

RQ3.- What factors affect the decision and the time required to
merge a pull request?
The decision to merge a pull request depends on whether the pull
request modify a recent modified code. The time to merge depends
on the developer’s track record, the size of the project, test coverage
and the openness to external contributions.

RQ4: Why are some pull requests not merged?
27% of unmerged pull requests are closed due to concurrent modifi-
cations and 16% are closed due to no interesting changes.

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive statistics, Classification
algorithms (Random Forest, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes,
Support Vector Machine, decision trees and AdaBoost with decision
trees).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 291 projects and 166,884 pull
requests.

in pull-based development: The contributor’s perspective,” in Proceedings
of the 38th International Conference on Software Engineering, ser. ICSE
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2884781.2884826

Managing Pull Requests. This paper is focused on the work
practices of pull request contributors and the challenges they face to
have their pull request accepted.

Research Questions:

RQ1.1 What do contributors do before and after coding a PR?
Developers increase their awareness through looking up for open
issues related to their changes, checking similar pull requests pro-
cessed recently and discussions. After coding, most developers do not validate similar work has been done in the meanwhile.

**RQ1.2: How do contributors assess the quality of their PR?**

More than 60% of developers ran automated testing. About 20% of contributors carried out code review by themselves.

**RQ1.3: How do contributors communicate about an intended change?**

60% of the contributors do not communicate their changes to the core team. Mainly the developers contact the core team by opening an issues describing the problem and fix or by opening a new PR.

**RQ2.- What are the challenges of contributing in social coding sites using the pull-based development model?**

Social challenge (e.g. lack of response to obtain feedback about the PR, explain rationale), code challenge (e.g. understanding the code base of the project and architecture without enough documentation) are the most popular challenges.

Recommendations to reduce barriers:
1) Improve guidelines on getting started on code conventions, contribution process and communication with the project owners.
2) Promote empathy for new contributors.
3) Faster response for feedback on their work.
4) Clear roadmap to know in advance the direction of the project.
5) To do list with recommendations for newcomers.

Methodology: Mixed(descriptive statistics and survey (760 out of 4,617 prospective respondents)).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 3,400 projects.


**Mining GitHub.** This paper presents the data dumps on demand offered by GHTorrent. This research lowers the barriers to mine GitHub data.

Methodology: Quantitative.
Dataset extracted from GitHub API.


**Mining GitHub.** This research presented a dataset which included 900 projects and 350,000 pull requests with statistical tool set for further analysis. The selected features included pull request, project and developer characteristics. The authors presented an innovative heuristic to detect pull request merged not indicated in GitHub. Those heuristics were able to identify 24% of merged pull requests.

**Methodology:** Quantitative (descriptive statistics and datamining)

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent.


**Managing Pull Requests.** This paper analyzes how reviewers consider conformance to project’s code style to be one of the top priorities when evaluating code contributions on GitHub.

**Research Questions**

Authors defined a PR as debated if this included at least 3 comments based on Gousios research who found that a PR on average receives 2.77 comments. They found that 21% of PR received no comments before being decided, 38% received feedback but no more than two comments, and 41% was debated.
RQ1.- Are rejected PRs less natural than accepted ones?
The more different is the code in the PRs in relation to the code base, the more chances to be rejected. PRs without comments have significantly lower entropies than reviewed ones.

RQ2.- Are more debated PRs less natural?
A larger number of comments is correlated with a greater probability of rejection among PRs with very high entropy.

RQ3.- Does reviewing affect the entropy of debated PRs?
PRs increase in entropy during code review. In general, the contributors of debated PRs were asked to add novel code to their PRs (e.g., test cases).

RQ4.- Does contributions’ naturalness grow with experience?
The PRs from contributors with prior experience have lower entropy.

Methodology: Quantitative (Language Models, entropy, t-test and MWW test).
Dataset extracted using the GitHub API. 22 projects with 7,500 pull requests and over 13,500 commits.


Collaboration and Transparency. This paper identifies patterns related to the effect of geographic distance on developer relationships and social connectivity.

Research Findings:
Heavy development between the US and Europe. Some South American countries (Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay) connect more with Europe than North America. Most collaboration occurs between developers near each other.
Methodology: Quantitative (Linked geo-scatter maps, small multiple displays, and matrix diagrams).
Dataset extracted from GitHub API. Dataset including 50,00 users and 40,860 repositories.
Managing Pull Requests. This paper carries out an in-depth analysis to understand which CI systems developers use, how developers use CI. In addition, the use of pull requests is included.

Research Questions: Note: Only research questions related to pull requests are included.

RQ1.- What percentage of open-source projects use CI?
The authors found that 40% of all projects use CI.

RQ11.- Do projects with CI release more often?
Projects using CI release twice faster than those not using CI.

RQ12.- Do projects which use CI accept more pull requests?
The authors found that pull requests submitted in projects using CI are less likely to be merged than pull request without CI usage.

RQ13.- Do pull requests with CI builds get accepted faster?
The use of CI can make integrating pull requests faster. The median time for a pull request to be accepted is 1.6 hours sooner when using CI.

Methodology: Mixed (survey (442 respondents out of 4,508 developers), descriptive statistics, MWW and Fisher?s Exact test).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 826 projects and 653,404 pull requests available at https://github.com/emarschner/gothub


requests.
More details about statistics related to the questions can be found at http://cope.eecs.oregonstate.edu/CISurvey/


Other. This study examines the effectiveness of three strategies (rational explanation, constructive suggestion, and social encouragement) to manage conflicts.

Findings:
- If contributors argued against any reviewers during the PR inspection, they are 16.8% more likely to leave the project.
- Providing rational explanations has no significant effects on the contributor’s tendency of leaving the project.
- Responding to the contributors’ argument by providing constructive suggestions, the contributor would be 21.7% less likely to leave the project regardless the PR acceptance. The suggestion to fix the PR’s issues can help the PR-contributor to modify the PR. As a result, it is more likely that this PR is eventually accepted and conflict is probably solved.
- When dealing with conflicts, social encouragement might be interpreted as just a way to say that their work is not good enough to be accepted.
- Whether the person responding to the argument is project’s administrator or not has no significant effect on the contributor’s tendency to leave the project.

Methodology: Mixed(Linear SVM model, interviews, survival analysis, Cox proportional-hazards regression model).
Forking Popular Projects. This paper investigates whether the collaboration facilities provided by GitHub influence the development advance (commits) on the project.

Research Questions:

RQ1: Are collaboration facilities being used in GitHub?
91.90% of projects have never received a pull request and 91.70% have never received an issue. 98.47% of the total projects have only between 0-10 commits from pull requests. 67.40% of projects have 0 watchers and 75.94% projects have never been forked. The authors suggest that the use of GitHub is far from what it would be expected as a social coding site.

RQ2: Is there a relationship between the project success and either the (a) the collaboration facilities or (b) the project interest attributes?
92% of projects included a description file (i.e. readme) with a link to wikis (46%) and/or external websites (50%). They included precise information on the process to follow for all those willing to contribute to the projects (e.g. how to submit a pull request, the decision process followed to accept a pull request or an issue).

Methodology: Quantitative(Spearman correlation).

Dataset extracted from GitHub Archive: 2,126,093 projects.
characteristics of labels in GitHub:

1) Label usage identifies the most used labels.
2) User involvement shows the most active users working on each label-based.
3) Typical Label timeline provides the evolution of issues under labels. The paper includes some sample visualizations and the GiLA architecture.

Methodology: Quantitative (Visualization).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent.

Tool NOT available at http://atlanmod.github.io/gila

Video available at http://youtu.be/qZ1PFBTcs2A


Forking Popular Projects. This paper investigates how project quality and the characteristics of team members is correlated.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* What makes a good GitHub Project?

- Almost 80% of the project popularity is explained by project features and the most significant is the number of forks.
- The project owned by companies and organizations are more popular.
- Programming language has little effect on the projects popularity. However, projects based on CSS styles were more likely to be popular.

*RQ2.* What affects the Quality of a Support?

Having developers making many contributions and owning many repositories negatively affect the number of bugs fixed. The authors suggested a piece of advise: try getting into the project focused developers who will concentrate all their efforts on it.

Methodology: Quantitative (Statistical regression and survival analysis (Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival time for issues), binomial
regression).
Dataset extracted from Google BigQuery online tool. 2,000 repositories and GitHub API.
Available script at https://github.com/wikiteams/supra-repos-x


**Forking Popular Projects.** The paper is focused on understanding how social relationships between users are used to disseminate projects, attract contributors and increase popularity in GitHub projects. Popularity is defined as the number of developers who participate in the project.

**Research Questions**

*RQ1.* What are the characteristics of social graphs?
Only 12.5% of users have reciprocal relationships between them, while 87.5% of user pairs are connected one-way. In addition, 55% of users are not followed by any of their following in GitHub.

*RQ2.* Do social graphs in GitHub support project dissemination?
The minority of the projects attracts many developers. 84.9% of projects have less than 50 contributors, and only 15.1% more than 50 contributors.

*RQ3.* How long after the creation of a project do developers participate in it?
About 45% of new developers participate in projects within 10 days and more than 54% of contributors participate in projects after the first 10 days. The growth rate continues without change around 50 days.

*RQ4.* How widely and quickly do projects spread in GitHub?
Across all popularity level, between 15% and 22% of followers eventually become contributors of projects.

*RQ5.* Do projects spread along social links? What fraction of a project’s contributors discover projects through social relationship?
The majority of projects have much more audiences than contrib-
utors. Compared with other contributors, project creators are the most influential in recommending projects.

**RQ6.** *How long does this dissemination process take?*

67% of projects have the diffusion delay more than a day and 27% of projects have the diffusion delay more than a week.

**Methodology:** Quantitative (Dijkstra spanning tree. Topological structure of social graphs).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent from January 25th to May 15th 2012. GHTorrent and GitHub API to collect social relationships. 2,665 projects, 747,107 developers and their 2,234,845 social links.


**Forking Popular Projects.** This study explores whether developers fork repositories for making contributions or building other competitive projects, how developers fork repositories.

**Research Questions**

**RQ1.** *Why developers fork repositories?*

Submitting pull requests is the main reason for forking a repository. 85.3% of developers forked to fix bugs and 45.1% of developers forked in order to add features. Less than 10% of developers forked to add documentation. **RQ1.1.** *How developers find these repositories?*

66% of developers found a repository to fork through external links (blogs, Hacker News, Reddit, Twitter, Facebook). 65.4% used search engine to find them and 42.6% knew about a repository from a friend. Interestingly, GitHub’s recommendation is rarely followed by developers.

**RQ1.2.** *Do developers care about repository owners?*

35.2% of developers care about repository owners while 60.5% of respondents do not care about repository owners. Mostly the developers care about the code and repository activeness rather than the owner.
RQ2.- What kinds of repositories do developers fork? Do developers prefer to fork repositories written in a particular programming language?

Developers are likely to fork repositories written in their preferred programming language, JavaScript is the most popular language for 21.9% developers. The second is Ruby, followed by Java, Python and PHP.

RQ3.- From whom do developers fork repositories?

68.4% of developers fork all their repositories directly from creators. Repository forking does not split developers work on different competing and incompatible versions of repositories. 60% of developers update their forks and 31.3% of them submit pull requests.

RQ3.1.- What are some characteristics of attractive owners of repositories that get forked?

Developers prefer to fork repositories from a minority of attractive owners (the top 5%). Attractive owners contain a higher percentage of organization accounts and have more followers than unattractive owners.

Methodology: Mixed(cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) and two rounds of surveys (124 replies out of 1,000 developers, 162 responses out of 3,000 developers, MWW test).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 236,344 developers and 1,841,324 forks.


Collaboration and Transparency. This paper analyzes how developers in commercial organization use GitHub’s features and how collaboration is impacted by their use.

Research Questions

RQ1.- What practices do commercial software projects follow in con-
junction with GitHub’s features to collaborate? What is the effect on their collaboration?

GitHub use was primarily for collaboration (62%) and solo projects (37.5%). The common reasons for adopting GitHub are to contribute to OSS or share code (28%) and because the developers used git already (22%).

Effects on development:
A. Working together through independent work (e.g. Fork & pull request workflow is used to isolate development and perform code code before merge it in). B. Reduced communication and coordination needs (e.g. Use of pull request to focus their communication and coordination needs through code reviews and merges). C. A touch of self-organization (e.g. 67% of commercial projects reported using self-assignment to divide tasks among the group members). D. Challenges in collaborating with non-technical members.

Methodology: Qualitative (Initial Survey (240 responses from 1,000 GitHub users) and 30 interviews).
Data extracted from GitHub API.


Collaboration and Transparency. This paper analyzes how collaboration through coordination, communication, awareness, task division and conflict resolution is benefiting the software development process.

Research Questions:

RQ1: How do DVC-based workflows support collaboration?
- Independent development minimizes coordination needs by forking repositories and branching.
- Visible progress and status increase awareness by providing notifications and integration with chat client.
- Code Reviews highlights coordination needs by pull requests.
- Self-organization improves task division by using the public issue
tracking. **RQ2: How does GitHub support collaboration?**

62% of respondents used GitHub primarily for collaboration and 38% used it primarily for solo projects. GitHub highlights when there is need to coordinate activities between members. The tagging functionality alerts developers when they have been mentioned in connection to an issue or commit, drawing their attention when necessary to act upon something. The submission of pull requests signals the need for a developer to review the code and merge it.

**Methodology:** Qualitative (surveys (240 responses out of 1,000 participants) and interviews with 35 participants).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API.


**Mining GitHub.** This paper is aimed to understand the characteristics of GitHub repositories and main features in GitHub. This research shows potential risks and rules of thumb to leverage the data extracted in GitHub. **Research Questions:**

**RQ1: What are the promises and perils of mining GitHub for software engineering research?**

Peril I: A repository is not necessarily a project. The commits included in the pull-request do not appear in the main repository, they only appear in the repository where the commit was originated.

Advice: The data miner must consider activity in both the base repository and all associated forks.

Peril II: Most projects have very few commits. The most active 2.5% of project represent the 97.5% of the commits.

Peril II: Most projects are inactive. The median number of days a project is active is 10 days. 32% of projects are active one day.

Advice: Select projects with recent commits and pull requests.

Peril IV: A large portion of repositories are not for software devel-
opment. 63% of the projects are related to software development, experimental (12%) and storage (8.3%) of the projects. Advice: Researcher should review the description and README file of the project.

Peril V: Two thirds of projects are personal. Advice: Researcher should consider the number of committers in a project.

Peril VI: Only a fraction of projects use pull requests and the use distribution is very skewed. Advice: Researcher must consider the number of pull requests.

Peril VII: If the commits in a pull-request are reworked, GitHub records only the commits that are the result of the peer-review, not the original commits. Advise: Researcher must not rely on the commits reported by GitHub.

Peril VIII: Most pull requests appear as non-merged even if they are actually merged. Advice: Research should consider the use of heuristics to detect merged pull requests.

Peril IX: Many active projects do not conduct all their software development in GitHub. Advice: Projects with high number of committers who are not registered GitHub users should be avoided.

Methodology: Mixed analysis including qualitative analysis - Interviews and Survey (240 respondents out of 1,000 users), manual inspection of 434 GitHub repositories and descriptive statistics. Dataset extracted from GHTorrent available in Jan 2014.


**Mining GitHub.** This paper includes an extended version of promises and perils.

**Perils added:**

- Not all activity is due to registered users: Only 1.1% of committers are not registered users.
- Only the user’s public activity is visible: GitHub data only is coming from public repositories.
- GitHub’s API does not expose all data: For instance, the created_at
field related to watchers does not correspond to the date win which
the user became watcher. Researchers may not even be able to have
direct access to information. Then, getting additional qualitative
input through surveys can help to obtain comments from participants
to have a solid source.
- GitHub is continuously evolving.
- The paper includes a comparison between perils identified in other
research considering SourceForge and GitHub.
Methodology: Mixed(Surveys and interviews, manual analysis.
Descriptive statistics).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent.

[64] S. Keele, “Guidelines for performing systematic literature reviews in software
ingineering,” in Technical report, Ver. 2.3 EBSE Technical Report. EBSE. sn,
2007.

International Conference on Product-Focused Software Process Improvement.

Managing Pull Requests. This research is focused on how issues
are handled. In specific, how the rate of issue creation, the amount
of pending issues and their average lifetime evolve over the course of
time.
Research Questions:

RQ1.- What is the issue arrival rate and how does it change over
time?
For the first month, a project in GitHub receives on average 19.7
new issues, but one year later, it receives 10.3 opened issues. The
monthly rate of opened issues for project decreases over time on
average.

RQ2.- How do opened and pending issue members evolve over time?
The median of issue lifetimes varies between 2 to 4 days, thus more
than 50% of issues get closed at least 4 days later and in many cases
earlier.
RQ3.- What is the average issue lifetime and how does it change over time?

The median issue lifetime is 3.1 days for issues opened in month 0, 4.1 days for issues opened in month 10, and 1.78 for issues opened in month 30. There is slight increase from month zero to month 10 and then slight decrease in the following months.

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive Statistics).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 4,024 projects with 967,037 total issues.


Influencing developers. This paper explores the effects of social awareness and transparency on developers’ contribution to others’ projects in GitHub.

Research Questions

RQ1.- Do rockstars’ really have a larger influence on their followers
compared to regular developers?
Rockstars’ followers performed more subsequent actions on the same project than the followers of regular developers.

RQ2.- Do certain actions by rockstars affect their followers differently?
When a rockstar contributes directly to a project through open issues, pull requests or comments, the followers are performing more actions in the same project compared to when they watch or fork a project.

RQ3.- Does a project’s age affect a rockstars’ influence on followers?
There is a positive relationship between rockstars’ actions on older projects and more subsequent actions by followers.

RQ4.- Does the amount of activity by a rockstar on a project influence followers?
When rockstars perform more actions on their owned projects, they attract more followers to perform actions on the same project.

RQ5.- Do followers use rockstars as guides to projects?
After a rockstar performs any action on a project, a follower also contributes to the project by doing an unrelated action. After a rockstar opens a new issue or comments on an existing issue reported in a project, a follower also commits on the same issue thread.

Method: Quantitative (Descriptive statistics).

Dataset extracted from the GitHub’s API. 544 developers and 5,657 projects.


Developers’ Roles. The authors proposed a method to analyze the developers’ characteristics in terms of strong development areas, contribution, initiative, support and leadership in MVC (Model-View-Controller) projects.
The model includes the following features to search:
-Contribution: Contribution level of developer creating new source code files and modifying other developers’ source code files.

-Initiative: The method assigns ”initiative” to a developer who often take the initiative in creating and commit configuration files, libraries and management needed for the creation of the system environment.

-Support: A developer performs supportive activities that include modification of other developers' source code files with specific threshold.

-Leadership: It is defined as the mix of the interaction of the developer in Support and initiative classification. For example, High support and low initiative refers to low leadership, but high support and high initiative corresponds to high leadership.

The authors applied their method of feature extraction and suggested the success of their approach by showing the characteristics among sample projects.

Methodology: Quantitative.

Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 4 projects.


Excluded paper. This paper analysed analyzed interactions in GitHub from different angles: social ties among collaborators, collaboration patterns and contributors’ activities with respect to their followers.

Findings:

Followers and Collaborators Networks
The average degree of followers is 3 and only 9.6% of users have reciprocal relation. Developers contributing to the same repository do not necessarily follow each other.

Activity, Social Presence and Indirect Rewards
People with higher number of followers are commonly more active. Developers who follow many other developers or watch many repositories are less likely to be more active than those who do not.
Geography of Collaboration

Developers tend to interact with closer developers. Repositories with low number of collaborators tend to have them concentrated around one or more key locations rather than scattered around the globe.

Methodology: Spearman correlation, bipartite graphs.

Dataset extracted from GitHub archive. 345,625 users and 5.68 million repositories.


Managing Pull Requests. This paper explores the differences in projects that use and not use Pull Request in their development process.

Research Questions

RQ1.- Are there any differences in project features between projects using Pull Request and those projects not using Pull Request?

On average, projects using pull requests have a larger number of followers and receive wider attention (number of watchers, forks, stars, contributors’ followers and owner’s followers)In addition, more contributors are engaged with projects using pull requests. RQ2.- Are there any differences in bug fixing efficiency between the projects using Pull Request and those projects not using Pull Request?

The percentage of the bugs taking more than 15 days to be fixed is larger in projects using Pull Requests. The larger bug fixing time in projects using Pull Request may be caused by higher percentage of bugs that takes a long time to be fixed.

Methodology: Quantitative(Spearman correlation, factor analysis and MannWhitney-Wilcoxon test).

Dataset obtained using GitHub API. 461 projects (277 projects using pull requests and 184 not using Pull Requests), 224,581 issues.
Collaboration and Transparency. This paper explores the use of GitHub and implications for collaboration in the Canadian public administration.

Research Findings:

- A small number of government departments are experimenting with GitHub and little activity among the groups. For instance, departments with strong scientific mission (e.g. Natural Resources Canada, Environment Canada, Agriculture Canada) were developing applications for service delivery (e.g. Industry Canada, Revenue Quebec) or promoting open data initiatives (e.g. TBS Open Government initiative, City of Ottawa). The majority of accounts are just created, but not used for collaboration in practice.

- The authors concluded that if individual public servants were recognized for their contributions in collaborative efforts, and given the freedom to contribute to organizational objectives, their incentives to contribute might increase.

Methodology: Survey to 180 GitHub users (32 responses) Semi-structured interviews with 5 Government of Canada public servants. Dataset extracted by internet-based searches and access to GitHub (46 organization accounts related to provincial or territorial governments).

Forking Popular Projects. This paper analyses the patterns in GitHub projects to understand how projects survive.

Research Findings:

- The number of forks a project has indicates interest from developers outside the base repository. Having outside help can be important
when a project grows, generating issues and receiving more feature requests.
- Projects with strong interaction between developers and users have better chances of surviving.

Dataset obtained from GHTorrent (Data retrieved on Dec 10, 2014).
2,615 projects.


Developers’ Roles. This paper provides a model to understand the population of contributors over time in OSS projects. The approach is based on the use of biological mutualistic models that model the dynamics between contributors and repositories in an OSS ecosystem.

Findings:

*High degree of specialization:* The parasite is forced to develop sophisticated functionalities to adapt to the host.
*Constant interaction leads to stable relationship.* A parasite may evolve to become less harmful to its host (developers reducing bugs). Almost 90% of the repositories had mutualistic behaviour. The set of low mutualistic behaviour was related to non-popular projects. Ruby and Javascript projects present highly correlation with this behaviour.

Methodology: Quantitative(Lokta-Volterra equations for mutualism, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)).
Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 26 seed repositories.

Collaboration and transparency. This paper investigates how impressions are formed around users’ expertise based on history of activity across projects, how the available information can influence the openness to contributions?

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* When do people seek out information about unknown others in an online peer production community?

For discovery (i.e. 55% of respondents when receiving a new follower, they look at their profile), informing interaction (e.g. maintainers would look at people’s profile when they receive a pull request), skill assessment. *RQ2.* What information do they use to form impressions?

General coding ability (e.g. amount of activity, frequency of commits, number of projects owned, languages used), project-relevant skills (e.g. types of visible activity) and personality-interaction style (e.g. past discussion posts and threads).

*RQ3.* How do interpersonal impressions influence evaluations of others’ contributions?

When the submitted pull request is uncertain, project owners evaluated both code-based factors and person-based factors.

**Methodology:** Qualitative (Interviews to 18 project owners).

**Dataset extracted from GitHub API.**


Developers’ Roles. The authors present an analogy between ecological communities and Open Source Software communities. They investigate if the OSS communities become more productive when increasing member diversity.

**Research Questions**

*RQ1.* Do GitHub communities exhibit diversity and structure? If
so, how does this structure look like?

GitHub communities have a structure that is made of three main types of users: core developers, active users and passive users.

**RQ2.** Is the structure of GitHub communities similar to the structure of other open source software communities hosted in other forges?

The three layer structure revealed is similar than the onion-shaped structure of OSS projects. Only small percentage of the members are core developers.

**RQ3:** Does the size of a community affect its structure?

The structure is not affected by the project size. As projects get larger, the percentage of core developers remains stable.

Methodology: Quantitative(Cluster analysis, k-means clustering algorithm).

Dataset extracted from MSR challenge, GHTorrent 21 projects and 23,774 users.

Code available at https://github.com/ossmeter/msr14-challenge


**Collaboration and Transparency.** The authors conducted qualitative studies to understand how the increased awareness influences the participation, performance and success in GitHub.

**Research Findings:**

**RF1:** Developers infer success on OSS projects by the number of contributors.

**RF2:** GitHub lowers barriers of participation, some projects have increased the level of participation since moving from other platforms to GitHub.

**RF3:** Discussion of pull requests provide better visibility and allows
public discussion to direct the decision. As a result, the process of integrating new features is more transparent.

RF4: Developers consider number of commits, number of forks and stars as indicators of the success of the project.

Methodology: Semi-structured interviews with 10 lead and core developers on three open source projects.

Dataset: None.


Collaboration and Transparency. This paper analyzes the collaboration ties between contributors to US federal government repositories.

Research Questions:

RQ1.- How are government agencies collaborating on software code to improve government operations?

Government agencies are using GitHub for sharing software code for web platforms and open data platforms, research data and algorithms for scientific papers, technological solutions, health data sets, Geospatial databases, intelligence datasets. Most government-to-government interactions are focused on large-scale projects. The most active organizations are related to national priority such as national security.

RQ2.- how and why are government agencies sharing code, who reuses or contributes to existing open source projects shared on GitHub, and what types of code is shared on GitHub?

Many agencies reuse code already developed in other parts of the government to learn from existing innovations. They reuse libraries and utilities that allow an agency to adapt the code to their own needs. Similar to open source communities, the content is evaluated as well as developer reputation. Discovering issues, either error or improvements is less frequently observable in the U.S. federal
government at this stage.
Methodology: Mixed(Node degree centrality measure, semi-structured interviews).
Dataset extracted from GitHub API: 357 organizations (192 from U.S., 107 are government organizations from other countries and 58 were civil organizations working on government projects).


*Managing Pull Requests.* This paper investigates the factors that lead to rejection of internal contributions.
93.42% pull requests were accepted and 6.58% were rejected.

**Rules:**
1) When submitting a pull request for the first time and modifies many files, his contribution will be rejected 37% of the time.
2) When submitting a pull request for the first time including many commits, his contribution will be rejected 39% of the time.
3) The lack of experience, the volume of commits and modified files increases 7 times the chances of rejection.
Methodology: Quantitative(Descriptive statistics and manual inspection).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 20,140 pull requests of seven projects.


[84] V. Mylläriemi, M. Raatikainen, and T. Männistö, “A systematically conducted literature review: quality attribute variability in software product lines,” in
Developers’ Roles. This paper analyzes the types of developers based on actual developers’ activities.

Findings

1) *Type of activity* (e.g. coding, commenting and issue handling): The majority of the activities are related to commenting followed by coding.

2) *Specialization of contributions*: Top contributors contribute differently to target and other projects. Regularly the developers focused their attention for development activities to a small set of projects, comment activities to different set of projects.

3) *Workdays*: Some developers work mostly on weekdays, while others work mainly on weekends.

4) *Frequencies of Activities*: Some developers produce 300 events in few weeks while others took months for 300 events.

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive Statistics).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API. Collected data on August 14 2013. Dataset consisted of actions related to 2 projects and 19 developers.

Excluded paper. This paper is focused on investigating the the impact of gender and nationality diversity on the productivity (i.e. the average time required to resolve an issue) and collaboration quality of a team.

Research Questions:
RQ1.- Are gender or nationality diversity linked to the issue fixing time of a team?
The results showed that gender diversity is linked with lower issue fixing time. Country diversity did not have a significant impact.

RQ2.- Are gender or nationality diversity linked to the overall politeness of a team?
The results showed that country diversity is very dominant with a tendency to lower politeness. On the other hand, gender diversity is not significant in the model.

Methodology: Quantitative (modularity algorithm, logistic regression).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent: 33,673 issues, 13,872 developers, 8,040 projects and 1,176 different teams.


Developers’ Roles. This paper analyzes the levels of participation from different communities perspectives: core, external and mutant developers.

Research Questions

RQ1.- What is the distribution of relative sizes of communities (CORE, EXTERNAL and MUTANT) in the root projects considering (1) number of users in each community and (2) number of commits contributed by each community?
Most of the times, the CORE COMMITTERS are in the same size than EXTERNAL COMMITTERS. In few projects only CORE COMMITTERS are contributing while in others, the EXTERNAL COMMITTERS contributing more than CORE COMMITTERS.

RQ2.- Is the distribution of relative sizes of communities impacted by the main programming or scripting language used by the root
The number of commits by CORE-COMITTERS always dominated the number of commits in comparison with the other two communities. However, in some cases MUTUAL COMMITTERS are higher than EXTERNAL-COMMITERS. For example, C++, CSS, Java, JavaScript, PHP and Ruby.

**RQ3.- Are the communities that are contributing to these open-source projects geographically diverse or concentrated?**

In general, the United States dominance represented more than 50% of CORE COMMITTERS and EXTERNAL COMMITTERS. Germany (about 10%) is the second country for both the CORE and EXTERNAL communities.

**RQ4: What is the nature of external contribution (e.g. bug fix, feature enhancement or documentation) and do the maintainers of root projects have a preference of either type in deciding whether or not to incorporate such external contribution or to reject it?**

Only 45% of pull requests were merged. 67% of pull requests related to bugs were merged. Similarly, 60% of pull requests related to documentation were accepted.

Methodology: Quantitative (Ring-based visualization, descriptive statistics).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent contains 89 projects, 23,237 users, 548,299 commits.


**Excluded paper.** This paper shows how GitHub has influenced aspects of traditional OSS development, such as developer hierarchies and issue close velocity.

**Research Questions:**

**RQ1.- Are GitHub project primarily focused around a small set of**
core Committers?
Large percentage of developers committed small amounts (0 - 5%) of the total number of repository commits (external developers). Developers contributing 95 - 100% of the total commits are small (internal developers). However, the notion of a small set of core committers is strongly supported.

RQ2.- How is GitHub changing the OSS process?
National Center for Biomedical, National Cancer Informatics Program, NASA and the White House are some organizations that have moved development to GitHub. GitHub moved the open source community away from a permission culture. Prior to GitHub, contributing to an open source project was very difficult and often involved asking permission.

RQ3.- Can GitHub be used for more than code artifacts?
The CTS2 OMG Specification used GitHub issue tracker to track specification changes. Elicitation, Analysis and Negotiation were natural fits for the issue tracker. Changes in specification can be tracked through including the issue number in the commit log.

Methodology: Quantitative(Descriptive statistics).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API: 1,000 repositories Scripts available at https://github.com/kevinpeterson/github-process-research


Collaboration and Transparency. This paper is focused on how transparency on GitHub influences developer’s testing behavior.

Research Questions

RQ1.- How do project owners assess incoming contributions from contributors?
Project owners treated pull requests differently depending on whether they trusted the developer or not. Perceived size of the
changes influenced the project owner’s need for tests. The target of the changes (i.e. if the changes were considered a core functionality, then test cases were required).

**RQ2.** What are the internal and external motivations for engaging in testing efforts on social coding sites?
Contributors reported feel obliged to perform the QA for projects with testing setup or existent tests on the projects gave contributors the impression of informal guidelines. In addition, including test cases in pull requests can increase the value the value of the contribution.

**RQ3.** What challenges and risks related to testing arise from engaging on social coding sites?
The constant turnover of contributors makes important to communicate testing culture efficiently. Currently, there are no integrated tools provided by GitHub to lower resting barriers such as setting up a server for CI.

**RQ4.** How developers cope with those challenges and risks related to testing?
Project owners used automated CI services to deal with high volume of contributions. Provided testing frameworks with suitable explanation. Provided access to learning resources and supported contributors when having difficulties writing tests.

**RQ5.** What impact does the participation on social coding projects have on testing practices?
Projects lower the barrier for contributions by deferring testing to a later stage of the project. Young projects need to get quick contributions to gain traction while accumulating technical debt in the future.

Methodology: Qualitative (Interviews and Questionnaires).
Dataset extracted from the GitHub Archive. Interviews to 100 users. 158 out of 1,000 answered questionnaires. Second interview included to 62 users. Second questionnaire was sent to 4,000 users and 569 answered.

Managing Pull Requests. This paper is focused on analyzing the impact of drive-by commit phenomenon related quality assurance improvements.

Research Questions:

RQ1.- What are the preconditions for DBC?
The exposure for developers and projects to be searchable and browsable attract and gather large group of developers. This high exposure combined with a project’s large periphery and GitHub’s low barrier mechanism are generating the new mode of contributing to a project: drive-by commit.

RQ2.- Which circumstances support or prevent DBCs?
Support: User interface should be easy to learn and use, low complexity of the change, clear defined requirements, not need of setup any environment are factor supporting DBC. Prevent: Actions causing a follow-up duties is perceived as extra-work.

RQ3.- How can the DBC mechanism be applied in the domain of testing?
The users proposed to implement an interface to lower the barriers of participation through filtering projects by technology, domain or skills.

Methodology: Mixed (descriptive statistics and interface sketches).

No dataset: Analysis of interview data of our previous work: Creating a shared understanding of testing culture on a social coding site.

Managing Pull Requests. This paper investigates how common casual contributions are and what are their characteristics. **Research Questions**

**RQ1.- How common are casual contributors in OSS projects?**
48.98% of contributors are casual contributors. This contributors performed a single contributions and these contributors are responsible for only 1.73% of the total contributions. Similar findings included in "An exploratory study of the pull-based software development model". **RQ2.- What are the characteristics of a casual contribution?** Casual contributions are no trivial: 28.64% are related to documentation, 30.20% of them fix bugs, 18.75% included new features. Only 24% of these bugs had a GitHub issue related. Casual contributors are usually active in other projects and they need to implement a feature from specific project. **RQ3.- How do casual contributors and project maintainers perceive casual contributions?** Project maintainers and casual contributors consider these contributions to be beneficial in the software development process. The motivations behind contributors include giving back to community and gaining reputation and prestige.

**Methodology:** Mixed (Descriptive statistics and two surveys, first with 197 out of 760 users responding and a second survey with 64 out of 608 answering).

Dataset obtained using GitHub Archive. (October 6, 2015). 275 popular, non-trivial projects.


**Developers’ Roles.** This paper focuses on identifying Brazilian open-source communities, characteristics and motivations to collaborate on GitHub.

**Research Questions:**

**RQ1.- Who is the Brazilian open-source contributors?**
The Brazilian community is mainly integrated by hobbyst between 20 to 20 years who are students with an open-source experience between 2 to 5 years. The majority of them perform around 30 commits per year and only 20.35% of them perform 80.32% of the Brazilian contributions.

*RQ2.* Do the Brazilian contributions to open-source increase over the time?

There is an increment of 15% in number of contributions from October 2012 to August 2013. This increase is due to an increase of contributors performing few contributions instead of the increase of contributions by individual.

*RQ3.* Why do Brazilian programmers contribute to OSS?

The most common reason is to help the community and improve the software they use.

Methodology: Survey (1,039 responses)

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent (includes 11,411 users) and GitHub API to extract location.


**Managing Pull Requests.** This research provides a comparative study between successful and unsuccessful pull requests.

**Findings:**

The most commonly PR discussions are recursion and refactoring (18.35%), database query execution (11.12%), arrays and functions (11.2%) and OOP paradigm (16.29%). The projects using Scala, C, C#, R and PHP programming languages have more successful pull requests than failed ones whereas JavaScript, Java, Python, Ruby and C++ have more rejected pull requests. Framework and IDE domains have the higher number of pull request accepted among the application domains.
Developers between year and a half and 4 years of working experience in the project are the most productive. Surprisingly, developers with further experience are found either less productive or making a number of unsuccessful pull requests each month. The authors suggested that those developers might be involved in management activities rather than development.

Method: Quantitative (Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent, 68,916 pull requests in 78 projects with 20,142 developers.


Forking Popular Projects. This paper analyzes the influence of forking on the sustainability of the community participation in the original project.

Research Questions

RQ1.- How forking influences the sustainability of the developer community participation in the original project hosted on GitHub? 58% of the projects observe no affectation in participation after forking. The 33% and 9% of the projects observed an increase and decrease in participation.

RQ2.- Do projects ported to GitHub behave differently relative to projects created in GitHub? 50% of imported projects observed no affectation in participation after forking. The 30% and 19% a decrease in participation after forking.

RQ3.- How do project characteristics at the time of forking influence the forkability?

-Maturity: In small projects, an increase in the maturity of a project by a year increases the likelihood of being forked by 60%.
-Community Size: In small projects, one unit increase in the contrib-
utors’ count increases its forkability by 370%, but only increases to 110% and 40% for medium and large projects respectively.

**RQ4.** How do project characteristics at the time of forking influence the sustainability of the developer community in the original project?

- Maturity: The increase in the maturity of the master repository reduces the likelihood of decline in participation by 23% in medium size projects.
- Community Size: The increase in the community size of master repository increases the chances of decline participation by 313% in small projects.

Methodology: Quantitative (Mann-Whitney U test, logistic regression and ANOVA analyses).

Dataset obtained from GHTorrent (January 2014). 877,688 projects.


**Managing Pull Requests.** This paper investigates how the geographical location can influence the evaluation of pull requests in GitHub.

**Findings:**

Developers from United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, Netherlands and Switzerland have higher chances of getting their pull requests compared to the United States. Countries with the lowest chances to have their pull request accepted are Germany, Brazil, China and Italy. When submitters and integrators belong to the same geographical zone there is a higher probability to have their pull request accepted. Finally, the authors considered that not only technical skills, but also communication skills, behaviour, trust and pro activeness are critical in the pull requests acceptance decisions.

Methodology: Mixed (Logistic Regression and surveys (2,532 responses out of 14,979 prospective respondents)).

Dataset extracted from the research ”A dataset for pull request
research” - GHTorrent. 70,740 pull requests.


Managing Pull Requests. The authors explained how they used quantitative and qualitative methodologies to triangulate their findings on code reviews. They included in their study projects managed by Microsoft with CodeFlow, Google-based with Gerrit code review, OSS code review using mailing lists and GitHub projects using pull requests for code review.

Research Questions:

RQ1.- How many commits are part of each review? Gerrit project had the largest percentage of multi-commit reviews with 63% while Rails projects on GitHub had the smallest with 29%. In general, single commit reviews dominate on most projects.

RQ2.- How many files and lines of code are changed per review? Regarding to single commits, the median of line churned varies from 8 to 40. With respect to multi-commit reviews, the median of line churned varies from 43 to 420 lines. Authors suggested that multi-commit changes implement new features or involve complex changes.

RQ3.- How long does it take to perform a review? GitHub projects perform reviews at least as quickly as Linux and Android projects. Single commit reviews happen in a median between 2.3 hours and 3.3 days. Multi-commits take from 2 to 10 times longer than single commits.

RQ4.- How many reviewers make comments during a review? The number of comments vary depending the number of commits. Then, the number of comments per review increases on multi-commit reviews. Linux sees as much larger increase from 2 to 6 comments. In addition, authors analyzed the causes of rejected pull requests, they found that 27% of unmerged pull requests are closed due
to concurrent modifications and 16% are closed as a result of the contributor not having identified the direction of the project and 10% of contributions are rejected due to quality requirements.


Dataset extracted for Linux Kernel, Android, Chrome Rails Katello, Wildfly in a range of 2 years to 4 years.


Managing Pull Requests. This paper focused on analyzing responses from a large-scale survey to investigate the use of pull-base development

Research Questions

RQ1.- How do developers feel with using GitHub and pull request?
Almost none developer felt GitHub and pull request as troublesome. Some developers mentioned the need of unifying Git and GitHub (e.g. including rebasing and resolve conflicts). RQ2.- How unique practices are used in pull-based development?

50% of developers use WIP (Work-in-progress) Pull request and perform commit refactoring. A developer beginner who feels Git as difficult tends not to use both WIP pull request and commit refactoring.
Methodology: Qualitative (large survey).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 333 projects with at least 5 pull requests and extracted 13,152 developers. Receiving 1,552 respondents.


[103] R. Salo, T. Poranen, and Z. Zhang, “Requirements management in github with a lean approach.”

**Excluded paper.** This paper present a semi-formal guideline for managing requirements in agile software development projects using GitHub issues. The guideline is focus on complementing the four areas of Requirements Management: change control, version control, requirements tracing and requirements status tracking by utilizing the issue tracker. As GitHub is considered programmer-friendly platform, handling RM in the same place can lower barriers for developers to participate and take a more active role in it.

Methodology: Qualitative.

Dataset: None.


Managing Pull Requests. This paper is focused on the analysis of commit messages as proxy for code quality. The authors compared the failed and successful commits included in pull requests with regards to the "unusualness" of their commit message.

*RQ1.- How can we measure unusualness of a commit?*

Not all commit messages are typed even non-merge commits can be automatically generated.

*RQ2.- Is the unusualness of a commit message related to the quality
of the code committed?
There is a slight positive correlation between “unusualness” of a commit message with build failure. However, the results indicated that is infeasible for the average developers to validate a commit by only reading the message.
Methodology: Quantitative (language processing, n-gram language models and cross entropy of commit messages).
Dataset extracted from Boa (September 2015). 120,822 commits from 2,679 projects.

[105] S. Schulze and A. Wasowski, “Forked and integrated variants in an open-source firmware project.”

**Forking Popular Projects.** The authors focused on understanding whether forking is useful for the community and to what extent it provides advantages and disadvantages.

**Research Questions**

RQ1.- *What are the main reasons for creating forks?*
75% of forks changed the configuration of the source code. 43% of forks are development forks used to add new functionality. 32% of forks are bug-fix forks used to fix defects.

RQ2.- *How do ongoing project development and maintenance benefit from existence of many forks? To what extent do forks retrieve changes from their origins?*
Only 15% of all forks have synchronized at least once with the main repository. Only 34% of the forks are active and most forks do not retrieve new updates from the main repository.

RQ2.1 *To what extent do forks contribute changes to their origins?*
58% of all commits in the main repository are coming from pull requests.

RQ3.- *To what extent known drawbacks of cloning in-the-small (e.g., difficulties in propagation changes) apply to forking? Are there any new challenges?*
Decentralization of information in many forks is a challenge in fork-intensive development. Propagation of bug-fixes is a problem for forking even though git offers facilities for selective download of patches from upstream.

Methodology: Mixed(Descriptive statistics and survey).

Dataset extracted from GitHub's public API. 1 project (Marlin) and survey applied to 336 users.

Dataset available at https://bitbucket.org/modelsteam/2015-marlin


Influencing developers This paper analyzes the behaviour of watchers and their contributions to the projects they watch.

Research Questions:

RQ1.- Do watchers become contributors?
4.7% of watchers later became contributors. However, while the rate of watchers who become contributors is small, this amount corresponds to 20.7% of the total population of contributors. The watchers start contributing after a year of watching while start commenting after 9 months.

RQ2.- Do watchers behave differently than other contributors?
Contributors who were not first watchers are most likely to start commenting on an issue. Contributors who were watchers first are more likely to report an issue. In addition, watchers are more likely to have sustained contributions than other contributors. Watchers contribute for 16.4 weeks on average whereas other contributors contribute for only 7.5 weeks on average. A pull request is the first contribution of 43.9% of the watchers whereas only 4.2% of contributors who were not first watchers submit a pull request.
RQ3.- Does a project's programming language impact how its watchers behave?

Projects using C++ receive more comments on commits as a first contribution. Contributors on CSS projects are more likely to submit issues as first contribution. Watchers wait 36.8 weeks on average to contribute on CSS projects while waiting 74.7 weeks to contribute on Ruby projects.

Methodology: Quantitative (Pearson correlation, Man-Whitney tests and Chi-squared test).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 72 repositories, 55,265 users.


Influencing developers. This study is focused on the best time to start a project in GitHub and the relationship between followers a developer has and the number of followers that commit to a particular project after the developer.

Research Questions:

RQ1: When is the best time to start a new open-source project?

The best time to start the project on GitHub would be from June to August across most of the years (the commit activity continues increasing during this time).

RQ2: Who should be given the incentive to start new open-source project?

Developers (followers) are likely to participate in projects where their followees have earlier participated. Then, coding can be considered as contagious in the follower network of GitHub.


Dataset extracted from GHTorrent: 16.7 million repositories and 3.4
million users.


**Paper excluded.** This paper focused on the identification of technical debt in pull requests that can lead to rejections.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.- How often pull requests are rejected?*
39.4% of pull requests were rejected.

*RQ2.- Does Technical debt lead to the rejection of pull requests?*
30.3% of the rejected pull requests are due to Technical debt.

*RQ3.- What are the most common types of technical debt that lead to the rejection of pull requests?*

The technical debt encountered were:

- Design (39.34%): Problems in architecture violations, bad programming practices, violations of object-oriented design principles.
- Test (23.70%): Need for implementation or improvement of submitted tests.
- Project convention (15.64%): Names of variables, method size, and indentation.
- Performance (9.48%): Any part of code that can delay or hinder the system’s performance.

*RQ4.- Which types of technical debt spur more discussion?*

The security and project convention debts had the highest number of comments per pull request with 7.3 comments.

**Methodology:** Quantitative (Descriptive statistics and manual inspection).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API related to 7 projects, 1,722 pull requests.

Managing Pull Requests. This paper includes association rules to find patterns that influence on the acceptance of a pull request.

Association Rules: A) C#, C, TypeScript, Scala and Go increase the chances of occurrence of a merge.
B) The greater the contribution (in terms of commits), the smaller the chances of merge.
C) Pull requests of external collaborators have 13% less chances of being accepted while core members increase in 35% the chances to have their pull request merged. When the pull request is the first made by a developer, the chance of merge is decreased in 32%.
D) Pull request with a commit without adding new files made by core team who had submitted pull request before has 40% more chances to be merged.

Factors affecting pull requests are: Programming language, number of commits, files added, external developer, and first pull request.

Methodology: Quantitative(Association rules).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent(MSR?14 Mining Challenge): 72 projects and 61,592 pull requests.


Tools. This paper introduces a Software Ecosystem (SECO) model to describe collaboration between contributors and artifacts. Research
Questions:

RQ1.- Is the expressiveness of the Software Ecosystem (SECO) collaboration role model sufficient to address the challenges arising in software ecosystem environments?

Five collaboration role concepts are sufficient to describe the relations between users, features and repositories.

RQ2.- Is the SECO collaboration role model useful for revealing redundant development efforts?

The models offered a simple view of artifacts and their relations in the SECO which increased awareness of current developments and limiting concurrent development of features or existing ones.

Methodology: Mixed approach (Extraction of meta-data, categorization of collaboration roles based on the steps to create the SECO model).

Dataset extracted from GitHub's public API. 1 project (Marlin) and survey applied to 336 users. Dataset available at https://bitbucket.org/modelsteam/2015-marlin


First paper. This study is the first to mention GitHub as a "social coding environment". GitHub is described as a tool that combines social networking with the Git distributed source-control. A tool that developers use to follow other developers and watch specific projects.


Excluded paper. This paper conducted an empirical study of the geography of Open source software development. Research Findings:

Users and contributions by region:
United States accounts for the largest share of the registered user accounts by 39%. The second largest country is United Kingdom with 7% followed by Germany with 6%. When considering groups, North America and Western-North Europe account for 43% and 26% of the users. Repositories associated with North America account for 59% of repository-watching.

Users and contributions by local cluster:
The top five local clusters are San Francisco, London, New York, Tokyo and Boston that account for 20% of users and 25% of the contributions.

Distance and ties: Contributors located in the same cluster have more contributions on average. 41% of the contributions are in the same cluster.

Methodology: Quantitative(Descriptive statistics, clustering).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 70,414 developers.


Forking Popular Projects. This paper is aimed to understand how developers and projects are related to each other.

Research Questions:

*RQ1.- How strong are the relationships among projects?*
Project networks are more interconnected than human networks, they only require one common developer to establish a connection between two projects.

*RQ2.- How strong are the relationships among the developers?*
The majority of developers share projects with few developers. The average shortest path in GitHub is significant lower than the one
presented on Facebook. This suggests that social coding promotes more collaboration among developers.

**RQ3.- Which projects are the most influential?**
The most influential projects in GitHub are libraries, programmer utilities and scripts and languages implementations.

**RQ4.- Which developers are the most influential?**
The top-1 developer is part of the core team of Rails and working on 81 projects.

Methodology: Quantitative (Statistics and Page Rank to calculate popularity).

Dataset obtained by GitHub API. 100,000 projects and 30,000 developers.


**Managing Pull Requests.** This research is focused on the task of evaluating pull requests. The authors analyzed the association of technical and social factors with the probability of contribution acceptance.

**Research Findings:**

The inclusion of test cases was positively associated with pull request acceptance. The acceptance likelihood increased by 17.1% when tests were included.

Increase of acceptance by 187% when the submitter follows the project manager. Prior interaction was also positively associated with acceptance, increasing acceptance likelihood by 35.6% per unit. The likelihood of acceptance decreases by 54.6% with each unit of comment count.
Being a collaborator on a project increases the likelihood of contributions being accepted by 63.6%.
The older the project, the less likely it is to accept pull requests, with acceptance decreasing by 18% per unit of project age. Popularity has a negative effect on acceptance with projects 35.2% less likely to accept pull requests per unit of increase in stars.
Method: Quantitative (Logistic Regression).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API and GitHub Archive dataset.
12,482 projects, 659,501 pull requests, 95,270 GitHub developers.


Managing Pull Requests. This papers is focused on how developers evaluate and discuss pull requests by analyzing pull-requests discussions and interviews with GitHub developers.

Research Questions

RQ1.- What are the different kinds of issues raised around code contributions?
Project appropriateness (e.g. implemented features were not in the project scope), value proposition request (e.g core members request submitters to provide use cases or test cases), disapprove of the solution approach (e.g. core members question design decisions), suggest alternative solution (e.g. some core members and third parties implemented an alternative solution to the submitter’s implemented solution).

RQ2.- How do participants try to influence the decision process in code contributions?
Audience involvement (e.g. third parties pressure to core members to influence evaluation decision), use of @-mention feature (e.g. to request feedback from more qualified developers), submitter asks core team about evaluation status (e.g. waiting periods from 18 days to 2 months).

RQ3.- What are the different outcomes for proposed code contribu-
Regularly highly discussed pull requests were rejected. However, the core team would often still implement the appropriate solution.

**RQ4.- Is discussion different when the submitter has prior experience with a project?**

When the solution seemed suspect, regardless of the submitter’s experience on the project, the developers questioned the approach of the solution.

Method: Qualitatitive (Interviews with 47 GitHub users and qualitative analysis of comments).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API and GitHub Archive.

---


**Forking Popular Projects.** This paper conducted an analysis of the success of projects with respect to social and technical characteristics of developers.

**Findings**

- **Developer Attention:** Projects with contributors who focus on relatively few projects tend to gather more developer attention, but less work contribution.
- **Work Contribution:** Projects where effort was centralized with a few developers tended to receive much more work contribution. Work concentration is connected with more work contribution.
- **High Task Focus**, which reflects that developers focus primarily on a project, many indicate a high degree of specialization.
- **Low Task Focus** may indicate less specialization, meaning the project is easier to many people to contribute to.

Methodology: Quantitative (Negative binomial regression).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API.
Tools. This paper presents the design of a pull request prioritization tool. This prioritizer works like a priority inbox for PRs, recommending the top pull requests the project owner should focus on. The tool offers an alternative view to GitHub’s interface which allows developers to sort open pull requests based on different criteria. Methodology: Quantitative (Logistic regression, Naive Bayes and Random Forest). Dataset extracted from GHTorrent.


Mining GitHub. The authors present a large data set of social diversity attributes of programmers in GitHub teams which includes 23,493 GitHub Projects. In addition, the researchers included case studies to demonstrate the usefulness of the dataset. The case studies included the following statistics among the teams:

- Gender: Only 171 (1%) projects are all-female projects and the remaining are all-male projects. 208 projects include a perfect gender balance throughout their history.
- Country: Team country diversity is widespread among 62.7% projects during at least one of their quarters.
- Tenure: The distribution presented in the data is skewed indicating that most projects have low tenure diversity. On average, teams with less experienced developers have less tenure diversity.
- Diversity and Productivity: There is a small (2.5%) positive effect on productivity by gender and tenure diversity for teams larger than 10 developers.

Methodology: Quantitative (descriptive statistics, creation of dataset).
Managing Pull Requests. This paper explores to what extent GitHub developers use continuous integration using pull requests and commits.

Findings:
- Commits are more popular than pull requests. Similar findings reported by "An exploratory study of the pull-based software development model." The shared repository model is more popular among Java projects while Python and Ruby projects have more contributors submitting pull requests.
- The majority of the projects programmed in Java, Ruby and Python are configured to use Travis-CI with about 92%. However, 45% of projects have no associated configuration and Java projects are not using CI in about 70% of projects.
- Builds corresponding to push commits are much likely to succeed than builds corresponding to pull requests.

Methodology: Quantitative (X test, Stouffer test).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent and Travis-CI API. 223 GitHub projects.

Developers’ Roles. This paper is aimed to measure the rate and breadth of developer’s multitasking and how this developer behaviour can affect their productivity.
Research Questions:

RQ1.- *What are the trends of, reasons for, and effects of multitasking and focus switching on developer productivity in GitHub?*
Developers contribute on average in 2.7 projects per days. During a week, the developers contributed on average in 6 projects. Developers increase multitasking as they participate in more projects per week.

RQ2.- *Are there limits on multitasking (and what are they) before productivity is impacted?*
47% of the developers have the idea that multitasking in different projects increases the chances of each project to succeed. 40% of contributors experience solving more issues when multitasking in different projects. Higher average daily multitasking is related to an increase in productivity peer week as long as developers do not take more than 4 projects peer week.

Methodology: mixed(regression modeling, ANOVA analyses, Spearman correlation, WMW test and user survey (128 answers out of 851 prospective respondents).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 58,092 projects and 1,255 users.


**Collaboration and Transparency.** This paper analyzes how teamwork and individual attributes are perceived by developers collaborating on GitHub and how those perceptions influence their works.

**Research Questions:**

RQ1.- *What do people perceive constitutes a team?*
Two-thirds of respondents considered themselves part of a team when working on a repository. 53% of respondents indicated that people who contribute code frequently are part of the team.

RQ2.- *How does team composition change with time?*
Turnover occurs at the periphery. Most of the members are active for a month at most. Some motivations to contribute are: people need to use the code or desire to learn, build skills and move on to other open source projects when they are comfortable, also availability of the GitHub user, changes in employment. In commercial projects (18.7% respondents), changes in team composition are mostly due to HR practices.

RQ3.- Do individuals recognize differences among others on their team? Which differences are more prominent?

Almost three quarters of the respondents are aware of the programming skills of the other team members. Almost half of the respondents were aware of the gender and real name of their teammates.

RQ4.- What mechanisms contribute to increased awareness of diversity attributes among team members?

1) In-person interactions: 52% of respondents know their team members in persons. 2) GitHub-enabled interaction: Team members learn about their programming skills from each other’s code contributions, issues and pull requests, they use comments on commits and pull requests to make inferences. RQ5.- How is diversity perceived to influence collaboration?

Positive Effects (62%): Diverse viewpoints often lead to lively discussions and new ideas and perspectives to solve problems. Negative Effects (30%): Improper contributions by newcomers. Differences in ideology between team members, it can be time consuming with little return value.

Methodology: Qualitative (Surveys 816 responses out of 4,500 users).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent.


Developers’ Roles. This paper analyzes how gender and tenure
diversity relate to team productivity and turnover.
- Productivity is measured by the number of commits recorded in either the main repository or any of its forks in a given quarter.
- Turnover is measured as the number of contributors in a given quarter with respect to previous quarter.

**Findings:**

Gender diversity has a positive effect on productivity: The effect of gender diversity is positive, highly significant, and stable over all team size ranges. As gender diversity increases, team productivity increases.

Tenure diversity has a positive effect on turnover: Tenure diversity is significant and contribute significantly and positively to the turnover. Tenure diversity effects are positive: more diverse team experience more staffing changes.

**Methodology:** Mixed(survey (816 responses out of 4,500). Multiple linear regression models, ANOVA analyses).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent, 873,392 GitHub contributor.


**Managing Pull Requests.** This paper is aimed to understand the effects in projects using CI.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* How is the productivity of teams affected by CI?

The larger the team, the more likely core developers would submit PRs and they would be accepted. Older projects accept fewer and reject more PRs from this external contribution, the older the project, the fewer external PRs the project receives. In popular projects, the core developers are less likely to submit PRs. In addition, CI is also associated with external contributors having fewer PRs rejected.

*RQ2.* What is the effect of CI on software quality?
The older the project, the fewer bug reports it receives from core developers. The more popular the project, the fewer bugs are reported by core developers. The more forks the projects has, the more external contributors are reporting bugs. Core developers in projects using CI are more likely to find bugs than teams not using CI.

Method: Quantitative (negative Binomial Regression).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent dump dated 10/11/2014. GitHub API 246 projects, 182,056 pull requests.


Excluded paper. This paper identifies the different roles among projects in GitHub and the transition between one role to other.

Research Questions:

RQ1: How has the basic user/developer dichotomy in an open source project evolved with addition of social data and more robust tracking of code contributions?

-Lurkers, issuers, independent, aspiring, external contributor, internal collaborators. RQ2: What are the more nuanced roles of developers in a modern networked open source project?

The nomad coders make small contributions across a set of projects. About 43% of rockstars also execute other roles. It is impossible for an individual to be a Nomad as well as rockstar or code warrior. Surprisingly, it is more common to be rockstar/prodder or rockstar/steward than a rockstar/code warrior. There are some nomads who also serve as stewards on a project. Those individuals close many issues and handle many pull requests without writing new code for the project.

RQ3: With the addition of social data and tracking of relationships
across an entire ecosystem, how has the understanding of participation across open source projects evolved?
There is little overlap of external contributor role across projects. Although some projects are related, most projects have their own core groups. There were no users that were aspiring developers on multiple projects which might indicate that developers did not attempt to contribute to multiple projects simultaneously.

Methodology: Quantitative (Descriptive Statistics).
Dataset extracted from GitHub API.
Source code available at https://github.com/pridkett/gitminer


Managing Pull Requests. This paper explores what Gists are and how they are used in GitHub.
Research Questions:
RQ1.- What do gists look like?
The gists are used by small proportion of users (14%). 86.8% of Gists contain a single file and 98.5% contain at most 4 files. The most common files included in Gists are images, HTML files, JSON data and CSS. The median size of Gists is 920 bytes, 22 lines, 18 SLOC. They provide collaboration through forking (5.1%)them. 63% had a single change and most of the Gists (92.8%) had 2 to 5 commits.
RQ2.- How are users using gists?
The regular use of Gists include code sharing, syntax highlighting, embedding Gists in Web Pages and to-do list. ”Draft” a Pull-request, issue or comment on GitHub by using Gists. Gists are rarely forked and the majority of Gists never change.
Methodology: Mixed (Qualitative analysis of a small sample of Gists and quantitative analysis of Gists from large portion of GitHub users).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent, 750,000 users and 762,000 Gists Dataset not available at http://turingmachine.org/2015/gists (broken link).


**Developers’ Role.** This paper identifies the patterns of team structures and role transformations in order to understand the dynamic role distributions and role transformations among the teams.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* - Are there significant differences between the team constituents of different FLOSS projects? Can FLOSS projects be classified in term of the role distribution?

In the largest projects, the ratio of watchers is the largest too, but the ratios of other roles are significantly lower than the others project size. Popular projects attract mass of developers as watchers, but it is difficult for these watchers to make deeper contributions to the projects. In the smallest project, the ratio of watchers is the lowest, but the ratio of the other roles are significantly higher than the other projects. There are 30% forkers who are willing to observe more details of the project instead of watching. The ratios of committers and members are higher.

*RQ2.* - What kinds of role transformations are more frequent than others and what are less frequent? Do different FLOSS project teams exhibit distinct role transformation patterns?

In large projects, the changes from watcher to forker, issue reporter to commenter are higher than the others projects. In small projects is more difficult to attract watchers, but if some of them are involved, they are more willing to communicating with other members and contribute to the code. The smallest projects require less Time of Activeness to go into inner roles.

*RQ3.* - If a developer simultaneously undertakes multiple roles in one
FLOSS project, are there any underlying correlations among the contributions he made in different roles?
The changes in the roles rely on the developer’s working habits and they are not enough significant to find any correlated pairs in the roles.
Methodology: Quantitative (feature vector, k-means algorithm and Chi-Square test).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent (January 2012 - June 2013). 89 projects and 192,910 developers


Forking Popular Projects. This paper investigates the relationship between code popularity and other features such as programming language, documentation and code volume.

Findings:
The most important features for popular projects are: readme size, with statement usage and Travis CI configuration size. Popular projects were found to have larger READMEs. In addition, 95% of popular projects have non-empty READMEs. 22% of popular project have TravisCI configuration files. In conclusion, popular projects have more documentation.
Methodology: Quantitative (Decision trees (rank)).
Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 13,000 projects.


Influencing developers. This paper analyzes how developers follow others and to what extend the follow feature on GitHub is similar or different to social media functions.

Research Question:

RQ1.- How do users find the developers that they follow, if not through direct co-participation in productive activities?

Developers make social connections with others on platforms such as Twitter and Hacker. Developers used Twitter to learn about ideas, Hacker News to be aware of trending projects, Quora and StackOverflow to ask and answer technical questions. All developers mentioned that their interactions on these platforms result in followship or collaboration.

Method: Mixed (Quadratic Assignment Procedure (QAP) correlation, Pearson correlation and survey).

Dataset extracted from GitHub archive. Homebrew project with 6,554 developers. Survey to 5 developers.

Forking Popular Projects. This paper is focused on understanding how projects retain and attract contributors by using population migration metric called Magnet (personnel attraction) and Sticky (retention) metrics. The magnet metric indicates the number of new developers attracted to a project. The sticky metric indicates the number of existing developers that stay with the project.

Research Questions
RQ1: What are the typical distributions of projects from magnet and sticky perspectives?

23% of contributors remain with the same project irrespective of size (total of developers) and new developers tend to join popular and famous projects. Larger projects attract and retain larger number of new contributors than smaller projects.

RQ2: How do the magnet and sticky values change over time?

53% of terminal projects eventually decay into a state of have fewer than ten contributors. On the other hand, 55% of attractive projects keep their popularity. Furthermore, stagnant projects (projects struggling to retain existing developers while failing to attract new ones) are more likely to decay than fluctuating projects (projects that successfully attract new developers but tend to lose existing ones).

Methodology: Quantitative (descriptive statistics based on sticky and magnet metrics).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent 16,652 projects.

Tool used is available at https://github.com/bvasiles/ght_unmasking_aliases


Excluded paper. This paper investigates the keys to success of projects based on the number of commits, number of stars and number of pull requests.

Research Findings:

- Project with larger number of internal members have higher activity (commits), popularity (stars) and sociality (pull requests). However the work effectiveness of each developer decreases significantly when the number of internal members exceeds 60 developers.
- Projects that consistently tackle pull requests from external developers are more likely to exhibit higher popularity (stars) and sociality.
- Successful projects are more likely to exhibit strong connectivity between the internal members.
- Increasing transparency by core developers submitting pull requests would lead to higher popularity (stars) and sociality (pull requests).

Methodology: Quantitative (Kendall rank correlation coefficient, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), linear regression).
Dataset extracted from GitHub API and GitHub Archive: 317,077 projects, 41,720,139 commits, 5,164,934 stars, 1,903,595 pull requests, 1,381,121 developers.


**Managing Pull Requests.** This paper analyses which factors affect pull request evaluation latency in projects using Continuous Integration in GitHub.

**Findings:**

Pull requests with more discussion, commits and more lines of code are associated with longer evaluation latencies. The effect of submitters track record, reputation and social connection to project members are highly significant. Pull requests made by the core team members, rockstars, developers close to project integrators are associated with shorter evaluations. Pull Requests touching recent modified parts of the system are regularly accepted.

The priorities assigned by integrators affect the evaluation time. The integrators’ workload and availability (e.g. pull requests submitted outside business hours and Fridays tend to be closed later).

The use of CI allows to find integration errors faster. Integrators wait for automatic testing phase to end (median 39 minutes) before proceeding to do a team code review and close the pull request.

**Methodology:** Quantitative (multiple linear regression models and ANOVA analyses).
Dataset obtained by GHTorrent using the 10/11/2014 dump file and GitHub API. 40 projects and 103,284 pull requests.


**Influencing Developers.** This paper explores the growth of project and users in GitHub as well as analyzing behaviour among developers.

**Research Questions:**

**RQ1.** What are the differences between the growth mode of GitHub and traditional OSS communities, and is there any sociological theory that supports the special growth of GitHub?

Two main reasons why majorities are involved in GitHub:

- **Effect of Leader:** Popular developers with high reputation using GitHub and some outstanding projects such as Rails that involved a lot of developers and attract to many attention.

- **Herd Behaviour:** Large number of users joined GitHub because they found other developers talking about GitHub.

**RQ2.** Whether or not the social connections among developers form some distinctive behaviour patterns in GitHub and if it is true, what are these patterns?

The more developers are followed by external users, the faster their project growing. The social connections follow a star-pattern and hub-pattern. In the star-pattern, a popular developer is followed by a large number of users, but he almost never pay any attention to others (effect of leader). In the hub-pattern, the core developers have connections only with internal users. Another pattern, a developer not only follow internal developers, but also make connections with other communities.

**Methodology:** Quantitative (follow-networks and Gini coefficient).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent. 1,838,805 users.
Managing Pull Requests. This paper investigates the factors that affect acceptance and latency in pull requests in the context of Continuous Integration (CI).

Research Questions:

RQ1.- How do social, technical and process-related factors influence pull-request acceptance and latency?

The project age and hotness area are significant factors to predict acceptance. Submitting test cases with the pull-requests would moderately increase the acceptance.

The more controversy in a pull-request, the more likely it is to be rejected.

Latencies factors:
- Pull-request churn, commit size, complexity, and length of discussion account for 63.8% in increase on the evaluation latency. - Pull requests including commits with small pieces will be processed quicker.

RQ2.- What is the effect of CI on pull-request acceptance and latency?

When the pull-request have failed CI testing, the rejection would increase by 89.6%. Integrators are willing to wait for the CI outcomes to assist them in making final decisions.

RQ3.- What is the difference of traditional predictors affected by CI-related variables involving?

The effect of commit size would indicate an agile principle to separate the code into small pieces and commit more frequently.

Methodology: Quantitative(Multiple Linear Regression, ANOVA analyses, Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs)).

Dataset extracted from GHTorrent and GitHub API. The dataset contains 103,284 pull-requests collected from 40 different projects in GitHub.
Managing Pull Requests. This paper analyzes the use of @-mention in pull requests in order to understand the impact of @-mention and its benefits.

Research Questions

RQ1.- To what extent is @-mention used in the pull request paradigm? In total, only 12% of pull requests have @-mention. 79% @-mentioned is used by internal developers to locate the suitable reviewers that external developers can not recognize.

RQ2.- What kind of differences are there between the pull-requests with and without @-mention?
1) PRs with @-mention are slightly larger with 5.4 commits in average while without @-mention is decreased to 4.1 commits.
2) PRs with @-mention are more likely to have more comments (7.2 comments in average) while without @-mention the comments are reduced to 1.
3) PRs with @-mention are more likely to need more time to deal with (350.8 hours) while without @-mention is 101.5 hours.

RQ3: How well do @-mention in the pull-requests support the developers for communication?
1) @-mention helps developers to find and respond pull requests (37.2 hours) in comparison with PRs without @-mention with 78 hours for the first comment in the PR.
2) Considering pull requests reviewed by the same number of reviewers, the pull-requests with @-mention need shorter handling time.

RQ4.- Does the specific location of @-mention impact the processing of pull-request?
1) The processing time for PRs with @-mention in their bodies is 77.6 hours to handle it.
2) PRs with @-mention in their review comments increased to 171.4% to handle it.
3) PRs with @-mention in their issue comments continue increasing to 450.4 hours to handle it.
Pull-requests with @-mention used in their bodies accelerate the evaluation of the PRs.
Methodology: Quantitative (Statistics tests used included MMW test, Z test and Cliff’s delta).
Dataset extracted from GHTorrent and GitHub Achive. 3,587 projects and 744,684 pull requests.


**Managing Pull Requests.** This paper explores the use of @-mention in GitHub.

**Research Questions:**

*RQ1.* To what extent is @-mention used in the issues of GitHub?
Most @-mention are used in the pull requests with nearly half of the @-mention. The frequency of each issue using @-mention is low. Most @-mention are used in issue’s comments rather than issue’s description body. The @-mention is more likely to be used in the conversation between developers.

*RQ2:* What kind of differences are there between the issues with and without @-mention? Does using @-mention influence the solving process of issues?
Issues with @-mention are more likely to have more comment than issues without @-mention. The @-mention is used to promote discussion. Issues with @-mention are more likely to need more time to deal with than issues without @-mention. However, @-mention tends to be used in difficult issues. Issues with the same difficulty using @-mention are more likely to be solved faster than without @-mention.

Methodology: Quantitative (Mann-Whiney-Wilcoxon test, Z test and Clif’s delta).
Dataset extracted from GitHub Rest API. Rails Repository, 10,094
developers and 21,273 issues.


Managing Pull Requests. The authors conducted a quantitative analysis of @-mention in pull-requests of the project Ruby on Rails.

Research Questions

RQ1.- What is the popularity of pull-requests in GitHub?
60% of commits were coming from pull requests.

RQ2.- What is the current situation of @-mention used in the pull-requests paradigm?
@-mention is not widely used in the pull requests and @-mention is more likely to be used in comments than in pull-request’s body. The pull-requests with @-mention have 3.9 commits, 6.7 comments and 3.3 participants. On the other hand, pull requests without @-mention include 5.5 commits, 1 comment and 1.5 participants.

Methodology: Quantitative (descriptive statistics).

Dataset extracted from GitHub Archive and GHTorrent. 9,129 pull requests, 43,526 commits, 21,772 stars and 7,980 forks.


Forking Popular Projects. This paper is focused on how folders are used and what different uses may have.

Research Questions:

RQ1.- What are the most commonly used folders in the projects?
Folders are related to programming languages and application domains (i.e. com is popular among Java programs and css is popular
for web applications). Almost half of the projects use folder src, and one third use lib and test. Standard folder structure (i.e. test, doc and examples).

*RQ2.* Are they associated with the chance of the project code being forked?

The number of forks depends on the presence of testing, documents and example folders.

Methodology: Quantitative (Frequencies and regression models).

Dataset extracted from GitHub API. 146,124 projects.